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TO THE MEMBERSHIP

In mid-December 1962 a f aintly musical signal was
received on earth from the M ariner II spacecraft as it
swept within 21 ,540 miles of Venus , and m an learned
the first concrete f acts concerning the atmosphere and
other physical ch aracteristics of another planet in his
sol ar system.
The full value of this event along with other aerospace accomplishments in 1962 cannot be full y assessed ,
but it would be difficult to select another year of greater
technological imp act and progress since the founding
of this association in 1919.
The M ariner feat occurred just 4 8 d ays before the
fifth anniversary of the successful orbiting of the first
U . S . satellite , Explorer I , a 31-pound instrument that
compares crud ~ l y in capability with the 447-pound
M ariner II.
The crescendo of accomplishment ca n perhaps be
better realized in comparison w ith the technological
progress in large a ircraft where the rule-of-thumb is
8 to I 0 years from concept to operational status. Within
the span o f five yea rs since E xplorer I , man h as moved ,
almost routinel y, into space a nd plans are w ell under
w ay to pl ace him on the moon before the end of this
dec ade.
Three successful m a nned space flights were m ade
during the year under Proj ect Mercury. Lt. Col. John
H. Glenn , USMC, bec ame the first Americ an to orbit
the earth . Glenn m ade a three-orb it Mercury flight in
Febru ar y. N avy Comm a nd er Scott Carpenter m ade a
near-id entical miss io n in M ay. The longest M ercury
miss ion , a six-o rbit trip , took place in October w ith
Astron aut Comm and er W alter Schirra on bo ard.
The first experim ent in transoceanic TV and message
relay by spacecraft started o n July 10, w ith the launch
of the co mmerci all y deve loped T elstar I.
Th e U . S . launched the first internatio nal satellites in
cooperati o n w ith other nations. A riel, a joint U.S. -U .K.
project for io nospheric a nd rad iation stud y, w as launched
in April. Alo uette, a U . S .-C a nadi an progr an1 des igned
to inves tigate space no ise a nd the upper levels of the
io nos ph ere, w as se nt into o rbit in Sep tember.
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Other space programs included three launches of the
Tiros weather satellites; first flight of the Orbiting Solar
Observatory; and a partially successful lunar impact with
the Ranger spacecraft.
The NASA-Air Force-Navy X-15 project continued
to score new successes in its investigation of hypersonic
flight characteristics in "inner space." The X-15 broke
all previous speed and altitude records for winged craft
with a flight to an altitude of 246,700 feet and a speed
run at 41 04 miles per hour.
In the field of missilery, the U. S. strengthened its
operational forces while making developmental and test
progress on some of the newer missiles. New quantities
of Atlas missiles were emplaced at operational sites and
the latest model, the "F" series, became operational.
Titan I was declared operational in April and Titan II
was being readied for operational service in early 1963.
The first three squadrons slated to use the solid-fuel
Minuteman ICBM were activated. The A-2 model of
the Navy's Polaris missile, a 1,500-mile-range version,
became operational during the year, as flight tests of the
2,500-mile A-3 got under way. The first battalion for
the Army's Pershing short-range battlefield missile was
activated. Tests c;ontinued on the Nike-Zeus anti-missile
missile.
U. S.-built aircraft in military and commercial service
continued to demonstrate their effectiveness by setting
120 new world records in a variety of categories.
The array of accomplishments adds up to a year of
unprecedented scientific and technical progress.
Industry Sales

The sales of the aerospace industry in 1962 amounted
to approximately $15.5 billion, a slight increase over
1961. Production of military aircraft remained at the
.., 000-unit level while expenditures for missiles and
;~ace vehicles continued to increase. The trend toward
research and development as a dominant part of the
industry's activities also continued.
Commercial Aircraft

Commercial aircraft during 1962 was estimated at
6 900 units having a value of about $3.6 billion, comp~red with 7,472 units valued at $3.7 billion in the
previous year.
Exports

Exports, a sure barometer of the acceptability of
S. aerospace products, amounted to more than $1.3
billion, a gain over the $1.2 billion reported for I 961.
The aerospace exports were an important factor in stemming the outflow of gold due to the imbalance in
foreign trade.

u.

Utility Aircraft

Members of the AlA Utility Airplane Council delivered about 6,700 aircraft during I 962 with a retail
value of $180,000,000. This compares with 6,778 units
produced in 1961 with a value of about $170,000,000.
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The increase in dollar value is due to the increased sales
of heavier, better-equipped, multi-engine utility planes.
The active fleet of utility aircraft in the U. S. now totals
more than 80,000 aircraft.
Vertical Lift Aircraft

The name of the Helicopter Council was changed at
the beginning of the year to the Vertical Lift Aircraft
Council in order to cover' more properly the broadening
utilization of this versatile equipment. Sales of helicopters and the number of operators gained significantly
during the year ris'ing from 265 operators with 882 craft
in 1961 to 322 operators with 994 helicopters. Turbinepowered helicopters in service with scheduled carriers
are providing major gains in operating efficiency.
Aerospa.,ce Earnings

The Securities and Exchange Commission reported
that 51 companies identified as aerospace companies
earned an estimated $350 million in 1962 compared
with $257 million in 1961. The earnings increase is
primarily due to the write-off in the previous year of
the huge costs involved in development and sales of
large turbine-powered aircraft and an over-all increase
in sales.
The aerospace industry, with the national responsibility inherent in its products, faces urgent challenges.
The prime problem can be stated simply: Expeditious
translation of laboratory breakthroughs into operational
equipment. We are in a technological race and the stake
is survival.
There are no sure solutions. However, failure in the
aerospace industry to support a major technological gain
with resolute managerial action far transcends the usual
effects associated with forfeited opportunities in commercial fields. A decision in this industry is an indivisible part of national security.
Breakthroughs, large and small, occur almost dailv
causing shifts and realignment of company structu~~
and direction. Aerospace management is characterized
by flexibility, a willingness to scrap a proven plan of
operations, and assume a task that has no other guideline but promise.
The aerospace industry in its dealings with the
agencies of the Department of Defense and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration has found a high
degree of cooperation in its formidable task of managing
a volatile technology.
Another pressing problem is the trend by the Goy_
ernment toward a managed economy, a trend We share
with most U. S. businesses, except to a greater degree.
There is no question that there should be some
Government controls over or continuing review of industry's operations. The question is one of degree.
Controls can and do mushroom to an extent that the
advantages of a private enterprise system are stultified.
The aerospace industry intends to speak forthrightly
and specifically regarding the inroads of Government
management that erode its technological capability, its

compet1t1ve ability and the well-spring of accomplishment, the profit incentive.
AlA Operations

The huge costs involved in today's aerospace projects
has made cost control the prime objective of AlA's
extensive committee structure. The AlA staff and committee members have moved vigorously during the year
to improve the efficiency of practically every aspect of
the operations of member companies.
The Missile and Space Council seeks to pre-empt
duplicating lines of research, and sponsors interchange
of data on technological matters. The Traffic Service
has saved the industry and the Government millions of
dollars through its representations before the Interstate
Commerce Commission on discriminatory rates.
Details of all committee efforts are contained in the
reports of the Services and Councils.
Spare Parts Procurement

In one major instance, AlA has expended considerable effort to achieve the goal of the Secretary of
Defense in seeking savings through increased competition in the procurement of aeronautical replenishment
spare parts. AlA has recommended, after concerted
action by several committees, an effective method of
determining which aerospace replenishment spare parts
can be procured competitively. It appears this recommendation, in essence, will be implemented by the
Department of Defense.
Congressional Testimony

AlA, as part of its responsibility to its membership,
has submitted upon request, its views on legislation to
various Congressional committees. Testimony on the
Trade Expansion Act, and the Revenue Act among
others, was furnished to appropriate committees.
Organization Cooperation

AlA has also cooperated with other organizations in
furthering programs of mutual interest. These include
the National Aircraft Noise Abatement Council, which
is making good progress in noise control efforts at airports; the Armour Research Institute, which has assumed
development responsibility for AlA's. Automatic Programmed Tool System; and the National Aerospace
Education Council, which continues to bring the aerospace story to students and instructors.
Economic Study

The Stanford Research Institute at year's end had
nearly completed the initial report on an objective economic survey of the aerospace industry, a comprehensive
study of the vast subject.
The survey is directed toward three major areas:
• The nature and interrelationships of institutions in
Government and industry;
• Economic, financial and technical characteristics of
representative segments of the aerospace industry;

• The impact of legislative and regulatory factors on
the industry.
.
The report is scheduled to be published early in 1963.
Information Program

A primary goal of AlA during the year was to tell
the story of the aerospace industry's accomplishments
and problems. This effort will be accelerated in 1963.
This industry is responsible for designing, developing,
testing and manufacturing 85 per cent of the hardware
for our national defense and space exploration programs. The funds involved represent a substantial portion of the Federal budget. There is a clear obligation
to inform the public of our stewardship of these vital
programs. Every form of communication, from television films to speeches by industry executives, will be
used.
During the year, as an example of telling the industry story, news was released of a program adopted by
seventeen AlA companies to channel aerospace industry subcontracts into surplus labor areas. The Department of Defense praised the industry action for its "understanding and concern for the problem of defense."
The program is coordinated by the Small Business
Subcommittee of the AlA Materials Procurement
Committee.
The first of three films aimed primarily for television
audiences was completed at the end of the year. The
film, A II Systems Go, reports dramatically on our space
exploration program. The other two will report on
defense weapons and air transport.
Technical Forecast

The eighth Aerospace Technical Forecast, prepared
by seven committees of AlA's Technical Service and
appreciably larger than previous editions, was published
in November. The Forecast describes in detail the anticipated requirements of the industry to meet national
aerospace goals. It represents the body of opinion of
the more than 500 scientists and engineers in the industry who participated in the preparation of the Forecast.
New Offices

In December, AlA moved to new quarters at 17'25
De Sales Street, N.W., in Washington.
Resignation of President

Mr. August· C. Esenwein, who assumed the presidency of AlA in January, resigned May 15, 1962, for
reas_ons of health. Selection of a new president was
pending before the Board of Governors at year's end.
Respectfully submitted,

cry~4.. ~~~
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AlA ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
The Aerospace Industries Association of America, Inc.
is the national trade association of the manufacturers
of aircraft, guided missiles, spacecraft or propulsion ,
navigation and guidance systems, accessories, parts,
materials a nd components used in the construction and
operation of these aerospace products.
Association policy is determined by a Board of Governors consisting of senior executives of twenty-six member companies plus the AlA President. The President
who is also General M a nager, is responsible to th~
Board for execution of its policies.
With its staff organized as shown on the next page ,
the Association provides a medium for collaboration on
non-competitive problems common to the industries or
a major segment of the industries, which comprise its
membership.
Membership of the Association totals I 05 , including
61 Division A (manufacturing) members , 20 Division B
members , a nd 24 affi liate members.
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International trade is the basis of developing understanding among nations. Acquiring and retaining allies
has been largely based upon the success of U . S.
economic relations.
Thoroughly utilized by our Government, further
expansion of overseas sales of U. S. manufactured aerospace products Gould prove an even more effective instrument of foreign poliGy. The high rate of acceptability of "Made-In-America" aerospace equipment not
only bolsters but adds luster to our national prestige.
The obvious additional dividend in cultivating the expansion of aerospace export is its healthy support in the
correction of the imbalance of international payments
plaguing our economy.
Russian economic assistance, advanced in several
African areas during 1962 , using its airlines and Russia11-manufactured aeronautical equipment as a medium
for the extension of foreign policy, proved the vast and
diversified capability of aerospace equipment in the
implementation of its national policy.
Calling its concern to the attention of the Department
of State for implementation by the U. S. Foreign Service, this Association has again in its 43rd year stressed
the importance of promoting national economic goals in
direct support of the national interest on the part of
U . S. representatiVes stationed abroad.
U. S. Aerospace Exports

W. JEROME KANE
Boeing International

Corporation
Chairman , Export
Committee

Export Committee

Export Advisory Committee
International Finance Committee
Military Program Support Committee
Trade Development Commiuee

Maintaining the record-breaking, peacetime plateau
attained in 1960 and 1961 of well over $1 billion in
annual aerospace exports, 1962 is the third copsecutive
year for this significant accomplishment by the U. S.
aerospace manufacturing industry. Certain missiles,
rockets., and associated equipment have been exported
on a government-to-government basis, primarily in support of mutual defense assistance programs ; howe,ver,
the U. S. Government does not release export ·statistics
for these products . A percentage of tme other categories
of export products in the aerospace spectrum have been
released by categories. American aerospace exports,
both civil and military, are thereforli: greater than the
official U. S. Government statistics portray.
This year, the second highest year for utility
aircraft, the released figures showed exports exceeding
$29,000,000. Helicopter exports showed a modest
advance during the year. Engines, parts, and accessories
continued to provide a significant level of exports on
a world-wide basis during the year.
The aerospace industry's exponts during 19m I totaled
$ 1.21 billion, which does not include the expamding
overseas yield , from manufacturing licegsing agreements,
other; manufacturing investments, technical assistance
contracts, etc. This represents a 9 per cent decrease
from the peace-time record of $1.33 billion attained in
1960. The 1961 aerospace export total was 5.8 per cent
of the nation's total of merchandise exports.
The principal factor was the at~ticipated decline in
the sale of jet tramsports, which reached a record peak
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in a major portion of the international airline re-equipmen! program in 1960. The drop was from 92 units
valued at $464.3 million to 52 units valued at $255.2
million- a reduction of 43.5 per cent in units and 45.1
per cent in value. These jets represented 35 per cent
of the value of all aerospace exports in 1960 and only
21 per cent in 1961.
The lower volume of the big jet export sales was
cushioned by rises in other important categoriesutilitv aircraft up about 17 per cent in value, and the
misc~llaneous category (includes military aircraft and
parts) which was up 12 per cent.
Based on official figures through June, the conclusion
is that the year-end result should be a little better than
in 1961 -possibly even exceeding the 1960 record of
$1.33 billion.

a review of the international programs dealing with the
peaceful uses of outer space as envisaged by ELDO ( European Launched Development Organization), ESRO
(European Space Research Organization), and EUROSPACE (Association of European Manufacturers Concerned with Aerospace Programs) was begun in 1962.
Dealing primarily with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the Dep<trtment of State in
gaining guidelines and policy direction, member companies developed further plans in their international
space equipment programs.
Obviously, successful long-range planning for the
multi-national space programs is well under way: and
AlA member companies are assuming a position of
leadership in the development of equipment suitable for
these international space programs.

Cooperative Activities
Two outstanding phases of the Export Committee
program for 1962, through positive action, have resulted in gratifying and progressive developments affecting both military and civil aerospace exports. The
Export Committee has been dealing primarily with the
Executive branches in relation to U. S. Government
liaison and cooperation.
A series of meetings with Department of Defense
officials concerning the international logistics program
primarily developed for the NATO area were conducted
during 1962. These meetings, called on an interim basis,
provided significant guidelines and goals for both industry and Government achievement during the immediate years ahead. Because specific accomplishments,
however, cannot often be measured in programs involving Government-industry cooperation, the importance
of balance of payment correction and the successful
international logistics negotiations conducted by DOD
officials must attest to progress in this area. The successfully planned procurement program of the Federal
Republic of Germany, as an ex~mple, gives co~c:ete
evidence of the importance of this type of negotiation.
The Export Committee with the approval of the AlA
Board of Governors developed a statement of position
endorsing the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. This _first
major U. S. tariff legislation in twenty years, received
the support of the aerospace industry as a result of th_e
efforts of the Export Committee. The passage of this
Act places the President in a position to nego_ti_<tte _t<triff
reductions, and pl<tces America on a competitive mtern<ttional trading basis with other nations <tnd economic
unions. This boiLI, new approach to intern<ttion<tl traue
heraiLis a new era for U. S. exporters. However, the
Committee expressed then, and still maintains, real concern in the unusual cartel-type competitive problem
which inevitably will face U. S. aerospace manufacturers as they are confronteLI by competition owneLI, or
controlled, by foreign governments.

Aerospace Imports

International Space Programs
As a part of Trade Development Committee activity,
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Portent of things to come is the record established
during 1962 of U. S. aerospace imports. Exceeding
$150 million for the second consecutive year, together
with the 20 per cent reduction of U. S. aircraft tariffs
negotiated in Geneva during 1961. the ad valorem
import tariff is down to I 0 per cent- the lowest in
U. S. history as of the first of July, 1963. The strong
industrial emergence of the European Common Market
has become a powerful international trading bloc.
Facing the U. S., meanwhile, are increasing material
and labor costs. It is certain, as a result, that American
export ingenuity will he severely challenged in the
decade ahead.
The U. S. aerospace industry has taken pride in
cooperating with Government in the reduction of U. S.
aerospace tariffs over the years which were 30 per cent
al valorem in the 1930's to I I per cent ad valorem
in July 1962. With foreign competition being backed
strongly with foreign government ownership or control,
it appears wise for the industry to classify its products
into several categories in preparation for tariff negotiations during 1963 and in the years beyond. Classification of different tariff rates for categories of aerospace
products coming into the U. S. is a system which has
been adopted by the European Common Market. It
would be well for U. S. aerospace exporters to propose a
similar course in preparation for future tariff reductions.
Canadian, British, and French aerospace manufacturers supplied the largest percentage of U. S. aerospace
imports during 1962. These countries will continue to
lead in this respect in the immediate years ahead.
Licensing and Manufacturing Abroad
American know-how and state-of-the-art progress
have proven strong catalysts for the continuing formation of U. S. aerospace licensing and subsidiary manufacturing arrangements abroad. A number of these
American-foreign cooperative manufacturing arrangements have been developed in recent years. Business
of this type has done a great deal to enhance foreign
industrial development often-time at a lower profit level

for U. S. manufacturers. Nevertheless, U. S. aerospace
manufacturers have not only broadened their line of
products, but have vastly increased their world-wide
manufacturing capability. As a result, U. S. manufacturers are usually in a better position to meet severe
competitive problems confronting firms actively pursuing
international trade.
U. S. export licensing requirements affecting unclassified technical data despite sporadic relief during 1962,
continued to be an irritant and an obstacle to effective
export selling. This archaic phase of the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations has deterred U. S. export
sales and has provided sales lead time which foreign
competitors would not have otherwise received.
International Financing

Financing continued to be one of the greatest challenges to successful aerospace export programs again in
1962. It has proven to be a critical factor in the export
of military aerospace equipment. International financing concepts normally do not include military aerospace
equipment as eligible products for financing. Neither
friendly foreign governments, allies, or defense partners
are recognized by the U. S. money market. No. U. S.
Government guarantees have been developed to endorse
this category of export business which could make good
use of traditional commercial sources of finance.
Additionally, this international finance barrier includes placing military trainer aircraft, utility aircraft
and helicopters used in local police work in the so-called
O\'erall military aircraft category. As such, these potential sales are not qualified to receive conventional export
financing.
The FCIA (Foreign Credit Insurance Association)
was established in 1962. It is the first organization of
its kind in the U. S. which is able to issue a comprehensive policy covering both political and commercial
credit risks. During the year this quasi-governmental
organization developed programs for short-term and
medium-term risk coverage. As experience accrues, it
is expected that the FCIA will also provide long-term
coverage. Such will prove of valuable aid to the aerospace industry in the export of its commercial aerospace
equipment. To a large extent, this credit insurance program improves the posture of the Export-Import Bank
loan program.
The Export-Import Bank with its traditionally conservative policies, even in face of the imbalance of international payments, proved again to be of great help to
the industry during 1962 in the export of civil aviation
equipment.
Organization and Functions- Export Committee

The AlA Export Committee is composed of representatives of forty-one leading manufacturers and most
active exporters. There are four working committees:
Advisory, International Finance, Military Program Support, and Trade Development. The full Export Com-

mittee holds at least two national meetings each year to
consider matters which have been referred to it by the
working committees although it is always subject to
call if circumstances warrant.
The working committees are on a constant, alert basis
and, in the interest of utilizing the industry's specialized
export manpower to the best advantage, call meetings
(full committees or task groups, according to the nature
of the requirement) only when matters of importance
arise.
It is mandatory that matters brought before the AlA
Export Committee must ( I) be of broad and important
interest to the membership, (2) be of non-competitive
nature with regard to member companies, ( 3) not be in
the process of handling by another association, and ( 4)
must be handled in such a way that no action will be
taken which conflicts w"ith the interests of any AIA
members.
The majority of the export problems coming before
the Committee are continuing in nature. Some problems
are solved quickly; others may be alleviated, while a few
remain through periods of dormancy. Unless settlement
is final, the appropriate working committee keeps the
subject under surveillance. Export Committee organization members and AlA Export staff are constantly
prepared to meet incipient problems so that defensive
action may be taken early to avoid the necessity of
attempting to cope with a ''frozen" situation. Because
of this capability, the industry is often called into consultation on proposed developments such as new or revised Government regulations before their promulgation.
Export Services

The Export Committee and the Export Service, in
addition to its normal routine, added several projects to
its programs and refined others.
Among the new projects were: I. The collection and
consolidation of detailed transport aircraft and engine
sales figures over a six-year period by international carriers (accomplished by cooperation with AlA Statistical
Department).
2. Supplying current order and sales statistics on
aerospace exports to U. S. Government economists for
the purpose of a detailed analysis relative to the imbalance of international payments (in cooperation with
AlA Government Reports Committee).
Additional emphasis during 1962 was placed on
expanding and improving "World Directory of AlA
Member Foreign Offices", an annual publication which
was distributed throughout the U. S. Foreign Service
and the U. S. Air Attache Corps.
During 1962, the four "in training" classes of U. S.
Air Attaches were again addressed by an industry export
representative relative to foreign trade objectives and
appropriate U. S. Government support at our embassies
abroad. The 1962 series concluded the twentieth such
presentation of the Export Service conducted in cooperation with USAF.
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The committees of the Industry Planning Service, as
liaison with the policy-making and regulation-drafting
offices of the military services and NASA, bring a
representative industry viewpoint to the Government
officials.
Each committee of the Industry Planning Service is
made up of company experts. The suggestions of these
experts are sifted and summarized and are presented as
advisory recommendations from industry to the DOD,
the military services, NASA and the AEC. In the descriptions of the work of the individual committees that
follow, it is impossible to delineate the many hours of
industry effort underlying their accomplishments.
PROCUREMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
This Committee is charged with the responsibility in

areas of the Association's interests dealing with financial,
tax, contractual, accounting and general procurement
problems of this industry. Although the Committee
itself meets only once a year, task groups are constituted
for the purpose of handling particular problems within
its sphere of interest. The problems are considered and
acted upon as required throughout the year.
Improved Procurement Practices .

During the year 1962, the Committee continued to
build and maintain close liaison with personnel of the
Department of Defense, the military services, the Atomic
Energy Commission, amd the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Particular efforts were made by
the Committee to devise and perfect contracting techniques which would result in maintaining high contract
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GOVERNMENT REPORTS COMMITTEE
Electronic Data Processing
Program Progress Reporting
Aeronautical Manufacturers Planning Reports
Records Management
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Safety
Unemployment Insurance
Wage and Salary
WILLIAM HUMMEL

WALTER J. JASON

North American
A ·vfation, In c.
Chairman, Go vernment
Reports Committee

General Dynamics
Corporation
Chairman, Patent
Committee

R. S. LIVINGSTONE

JOHN F. SUTHERLAND

Thomp son Ramo
Woold ridge, Inc .
Chairman , Industrial
R elations Advisory
Committee

McDonnell Aircraft
Corporation
Chairman , Product
Support Committee

INDUSTRIAL SECURITY COMMITTEE
PROCUREMENT AND FINANCE COMMITTEE
Contract Cost Principles
Accounting Procedures and Principles
Equal Employment Opportunity
Termination Settlements
Reserves Pending Execution of Release
Facilities Policy
Depreciation Policies
Procurement Legislation
Federal Tax Legislation
State Taxation of Government Owned Property
Indemnification Against Unusually Hazardous Risks
Record· Retention
Proprietary Rights
Make or Buy Policies
Duty and Customs
Renegotiation
Federal Patent Policy
PATENT COMMITTEE
Proprietary Rights in Technical Data
Patent Provisions of the Space Act
Federal Patent Policy
MIL-D 70327
NASA Data Requirements Clause
Multiple Sources of Supply
ASPR Section IX, Part 1
Infringement of Copyrights
PRODUCT SUPPORT COMMITTEE
Integrated Single Support Concept
Contract Technical Service Personnel
BuWeps Weapon Readiness Achievement Program
Information Panel
Spare Parts Procurement Policies
Data Problems in Product Support
Military Personnel Training Requirements
Failure Reporting
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Corporation.
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Security Committee
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Th e Bendix Corporation
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Martin Company,
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SERVICE PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
Exchange of Cost Saving Techniques
General Requirements for Military Manuals
Manuals for Missiles and Space Systems
Minimum Maintenance Data for R&D Test Equipment
Navy Maintenance Manuals
Army 5-Part Manuals
Navy Aircraft Periodical Maintenance
A TA-l 00 Service Publications Specification
Technical M a nu al Printing and Distribution
Information Panel
H andbook a nd Catalog Prepara tion by EDP Methods
Standardization of Manual Specifications
Preparation of Navy Letter-Type Technical DLrectives
SPARE PARTS COMMITTEE
Federal Cataloging a nd Presc ree nin g D a ta Reuirements
Uniform T echnical Docume ntation Provi sioning
Format Requirements
Spare Parts Provisioning Policie·s a nd Proced ures
Aerospace Ground Equipment Provisioning Docu mentation
Contractor Support Procedures for Army, Navy and
Air Force and NASA
Wea pon System Periodic Maintenance Requi rements
Design Change Procedures Document ation
Spare Parts Replenishm e nt Procureme nt Policy & Pra ctices

performance while reducing costs and increasing incentives. The Committee, calling upon its working groups
and the resources of other AlA committees, has continued to supply information and personnel for consultation service to the DOD, AEC and NASA.
Efforts are being continued to lessen the amount of
paper work involved in performing Government contracts in order to reduce the man-hours of work and the
costs required to perform such contracts.
Indemnification Against Unusually Hazardous Risks

A growing problem facing the aerospace industry
involves the risks incurred in performance of many of
their defense and space contracts. Owing to the nature
of the risks involved, adequate insurance coverage generally is not available. Consequently, the assets of the
contractors arc continually being placed in jeopardy to
the extent that insurance is not available to cover such
risks. Until adequate insurance coverage is available,
the Government should assume this liability.
Indemnification legislation in behalf of NASA
research and development contracts, while considered
and passed by the House of Representatives during the
87th Congress, unfortunately was not acted upon by the
Senate. Efforts continue for the purpose of providing
the background and understanding of the indemnification problem by the Congress in order that positive
action may be taken by the 88th Congress.

proposal of a tax credit for business concerns as an
incentive to acquire or construct new facilities were
expressed by the Procurement and Finance Committee
to the House Ways and Means Committee. The AlA
position then was that, although certain benefits would
accrue to certain industries, the proposed tax credit was
too complex and would be administratively cumbersome.
The AlA indicated to the Congress that this appeared
to be only a stop-gap measure, far short of a solution
to the larger problem of a permanent, realistic depreciation policy. Early in I 962, the Internal Revenue Service
announced that liberalized depreciation standards would
be issued in mid-year. The AlA then restated its views
to the Senate Finance Committee, supporting the tax
investment credit- but only if coupled with a liberalization of Treasury depreciation standards, not as a substitute for general depreciation reform. The Treasury
Department issued revised Depreciation Guidelines and
Rules in July, 1962. Following consultation with Treasury personnel, it was determined by AlA that the new
Depreciation Guidelines and Rules were based on obsolete data and that shorter, useful lives should be permitted. Efforts are being continued to accomplish this
objective with the Treasury Department.
It is the view of the Association that, although the
Revenue Act of 1962 provides for an "investment tax
credit", it is so qualified that it is of doubtful value as
an incentive for additional investment in facilities in the
aerospace industry.

Renegotiation

The Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
in its report to Congress, recommended extension without amendment of the Renegotiation Act of 1951 for
another four years, to June 30, 1966. However, the
Procurement and Finance Committee presented the
views of this Association with respect to renegotiation
to the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
. the Chairman of the House Committee on \Vays and
Means, and to the members of the Senate Finance
Committee while extension of the Renegotiation Act
was being considered. The Congress, as a result of the
hearings, then extended the Renegotiation Act for only
two years, to June 30, I 964, and incorporated an amendment which provided for review of tax court decisions
in renegotiation cases by United States Courts of Appeals. It is expected that the 88th Congress will again
consider the Renegotiation Act of 1951 as to the
necessity for further extension or modification.
Depreciation

Considerable time and effort on the part of this
Committee has been devoted to the depreciation policy
of the Government. In the past, this policy has been
especially important to the aerospace industry because
of the increasingly high obsolescence factor of its facilities and the inhibition the policy has had on modernization of facilities.
In 196 I, the industry's views on the Administration's

Government-Owned Facilities

The Procurement and Finance Committee has worked
closely with the DOD, the military services, and NASA
toward the development of acceptable policies covering
the furnishing and use of Government-owned facilities,
particularly special test equipment and other special
tooling.
The problem of Government-owned facilities is
closely linked with the depreciation problem for both
tax and contract cost purposes. New Depreciation
Guidelines and Rules by the Treasury Department, partially liberalizing the depreciation policy of the Government, were issued this year. However, the present depreciation policy, when coupled with the over-all uncertainty involved in defense programming and high cost
acquisition, is not considered to be an adequate incentive. This is particularly true of defense contractors who
must provide specialized facilities- particularly those
needed for research and test purposes - for the performance of certain contracts. Therefore. the Government has necessarily had to partially support the cost of
those facilities required in highly speculative utilization
risks. Nevertheless, the industry continues to invest
about 70% of its earnings in order to provide necessary
facilities for the performance of defense contracts.
greatly exceeding the amount provided by the Government.
Activities of the Procurement and Finance Commit-
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tee with respect to facilities continu<; to be coordinated
with other interested AIA committees. Of particular
importance at the present time are the tax and contract
cost aspects of special tooling acquisition and management.
Contract Cost Principles

The new contract cost principles have been in effect
for two years. As policy problems have arisen in regard
to their administration, the Procurement and Finance
Committee has expended considerable effort to reconcile
differences between the Government and its contractors
relative to negotiation , performance and termination
of contracts.

and development. Primarily, the problem is one of
Government contracting personnel deviating from both
the intent and the language clearly set forth in the
Armed Services Procurement Regulation pertaining to
the allowability and allocability of these expenses.
Of similar interest to the industry is the consideration
given by the Bureau of the Budget to the establishment
of a uniform set of contract cost principles for application by all Government agencies. These cost principles
pertain to the treatment of independent research and
development expense, bid and proposal expense, and
home office expense. The AJA has offered its cooperation to the Bureau of the Budget in the development of
a set of uniform cost principles by supplying pertinent
information and the views of this industry on the subject.
Incentive!; For Contract Performance

The Logistics Management Institute, at the request
of the Department of Defense , is preparing recommendations to the DOD ASPR Committee with respect to
improving the standards for determining that portion
of the contract price which constitutes profit. The objective of the LMI study is to provide recommendations
for the inclusion of an incentive factor provision in
contracts which would allow contractors higher, adjusted
profits for good performance and, conversely, lower
profits for less than target performance.
Settlement of Terminated Contracts

Cost reduction campaigns are an integral part of aerospace
industry operations. A cost control program on a major weapon
system in about two years reduced the unit cost by approximately
40 per cent. Aerospace firms constantly press for cost control
ideas and systems.

In November, 1961 , the Department of Defense
proposed revisions to the cost principles pertaining to
the treatment of research and development expense, bid
a nd proposa l expense, and m aterial costs. In January,
1962 , the AlA presented its comments with respect to
these propos als to the DOD. The Defense Department
then prepared further provisions which were considered
by this Committee a nd , in September, 1962, were disc ussed anew with the DOD. In all probability, the DOD
wi.Jl iss ue final revi sion s of the contract cost principles
early in 1963 .
•·
·
.
Of continuing concern to the industry is the administratio n of provisions of cost principles pe~taining to
contractor-generated and other independent research
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The Procurement and Finance Committee continues
a close watch on the policies and procedures. of the
DOD and the military services in the final settlement
of contracts terminated for the convenience of the Government, and, in particular, when projects are cancelled
that affect large segments of the industry.
As a result of the DOD-industry cooperation, an
improvement in the ASPR provision for the discontinuation of vouchers as a means for speeding up the settlement process has been effected.
Of continuing concern to the Committee is the use
of the profit formula in termination proceedings and
the treatment of claims by subcontractors. In this area,
the Committee is continuing its efforts to improve
termination procedures and settlements.
Proprietary Rights In Technical Data

Increasingly serious difficulties are encountered by
the aerospace industry in the administration of the provisions of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation
pertaining to the rights of contractors in technical data
developed at the contractor's expense. When issued ,
(October 3, 1958), the industry was requested to "accept" those ASPR provisions (Section IX , Part 2) and
operate under them in good faith for a year. This was
considered necessary in order to ascertain weaknesses
and in what areas correction would be required . Industry has given these provisions more than a fair trial and
has found that in their administration many inequities
exist. As a result of industry representations, some

activity toward correcting outstanding inequities in Section IX of the ASPR was generated in 1960 by the
DOD. However, despite considerable time and effort
devoted to the project at that time and since by both
Government and industry representatives, a general revision of this portion of the ASPR has not yet been
accomplished. Indications are that the DOD is awaiting
the results of a study of the subject by the Logistics
Management Institute. In the meantime, problems arising with respect to the current ASPR provisions continue to hamper the administration of proprietary rights
in technical data under defense contracts.
It is anticipated that a continuing endeavor will be
made for revision of DOD policies on proprietary rights
in technical data in order to achieve a policy equitable
to both the Government and industry.
The very existence of many companies depends upon
the reconciliation of the problem of proprietary rights in
manufacturing processes and data pertinent to processes
which make these firms the best qualified to produce a
particular article. Data on these exclusive capabilities
would not be for sale at any price, because the knowledge has been acquired and developed over the years
through the expenditure of much time, effort, and
money. The question of protecting the private property
of design manufacturers of aeronautical and space
equipment has been and will continue to be a most
serious problem. not only for the prime contractors but
p~rticularly for the thousands of small companies which
design and develop so many of the essential items
needed in modern weapons systems.
Patent Policies

The Procurement and Finance Committee, in conjunction with the Patent Committee, has sought adoption of certain amendments to the patent provisions of
the National Aeronautical Space Act. These amendIT!ents would remove the requirements that title to all
inventions ·made or first reduced to practice, under a
contract with NASA be vested in the Government,
unless a waiver is granted by the Administrator. Legislation considered by the 87th Congress to obtain this
objective was not enacted, despite the fact that considerable attention was devoted to the NASA patent policy
by the Space Committee of the House of Representatives.
It is the position of this Association that the Government's patent policy should be flexible and provide the
necessary incentive to promote the advancement of science and invention. Further, the c~ntractors who produce inventions and discoveries, whether supported
wholely or only in part by Government contracts, should
be entitled to exclusive rights for sales in commercial
markets.
The 87th Congress considered legislation which would
provide that the Government take title to inventions
arising from contracts supported wholely or in part by
Government funds. While this proposed legislation received a great deal of consideration, no affirmative

action was taken. But, it is anticipated that similar
legislation will receive greater consideration by the 88th
Congress. The Procurement and Finance Committee,
cooperating with the Patent Committee, will again present the position of this Association to the appropriate
committees of the Congress.
Armed Services Procurement Regulation

Other problems pertaining to the numerous contract
clauses which have been issued by the military services,
not specifically authorized by the Armed Services Procurement Regulation, have been under consideration
and surveillance by this Committee. Additionally, individual ASPR clauses relating to facilities contracts, audit
and records, import duties and customs, assignment of
payments, and make-or-buy policies, have been considered by the Committee and appropriate representations
made to the Department of Defense.
Economic Study of the Aerospace Industry

In November, 1961, it was determined that the AlA
would conduct a thorough study and analysis of the
economics of the aerospace industry for a better understanding of the industry's economic problems and for
insight into new solutions. Responsibility for organizing
such a study was placed with the Procurement and
Finance Committee. The Stanford Research Institute
was awarded a contract by the AlA for the purpose of
conducting an economic study of the aerospace industry. It is expected that this study will develop recommendations and quantitative evidence regarding: the
aerospace industry's contributions and requirements in
meeting national needs; the economic structure of the
aerospace industry in contrast to other basic industries;
the impact of Government statutes and administrative
regulations on the industry; the size and adequacy of
earnings and other benefits for enterprises which achieve
scientific discoveries or technological break-throughs
and produce reliable new products; and the ability of
the aerospace industry to compete with the rest of the
economy and with the Government for scientists, technicians, materials, facilities, and capital.
An initial report of this study is scheduled for completion by SRI early in 1963.
PATENT COMMITTEE
Federal Patent Policy

The Patent Committee, in cooperation with the Procurement and Finance Committee, has worked continuously in the development of testimony and legislative
recommendations supporting the patent system. During
the second session of the 87th Congress, legislative proposals which would require the Government to take title
to patents arising out of work funded wholely or in part
by Government contracts, grants, or other financial
support, were defeated. The Patent Committee will continue its efforts to support equitable patent legislation
beneficial to the American patent system.
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NASA Patent Licensing Regulations

Provisions in the Space Act currently require that the
Government receive title to all inventions and discoveries made in connection with, and during performance of, a contract with NASA, except where specific
waivers can be negotiated. Although proposed "waiver"
regulations were reviewed by industry and a public hearing held with respect thereto early in 1959, such regulations were not issued . In October, 1962, another draft
of its proposed waiver regulations was released by
NASA for industry review and comment and for discussion at a public hearing on December 10, 1962 . The
comments of this Association regarding such proposed
regulations were presented to NASA.
On October 26, 1962, NASA issued its Patent Licensing Regulations. These differed significantly from the
proposal submitted to industry for review and comment
in September, 1961 . While the new Patent Licensing
Regulations constitute an improvement over those proposed in 1961 , efforts will be continued for achievement
of more fully acce ptable regul ations .
Proprietary Rights In Technical Data

The Patent Committee, in cooperation with the Procurement and Finance Committee, is continuing its
efforts to obta in revision of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation provisions pertaining to proprietary rights in technical data through both formal and
informal representations to the Department of Defense.
Unduly complicated contractual data requirements
prescribed by the military services continue to hamper
the industry. In thi s regard , the Patent Committee also
cooperates with the AlA Engineering Contract Requirements Committee in efforts to secure solutions to the
problems presented.
Other Activities

In other areas, the Committee has concerned itself
with certain contract cl auses perta ining to rights in proprietary data prescribed by the military services from
time to time without prior a pproval by the DOD and
not in conformity with the ASPR.
The P atent Committee has maintained surveill ance
of the U nited Nations ac ti vities in the patent area, as
we ll as proposa ls made by Common Market countries
for a Common Market area patent ag reement.
A number of legis lat ive proposals de aling with patents , trademarks, and copyrights introduced during the
87 th Co ngress have been considered by the P atent Committee , a nd the position of thi s industry, where considered app ropri ate, has been m ade known to th e Co ngress.
T he P atent Committee has also interested itself in the
improvement of U. S. Patent Office pract ices in order
that the back log o f patent appli cat ion s, and the tim e
taken to process them, may be reduced.
I NDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Industri a l Relations Advisory Committee concerns itse lf with the problems of m a npower , tra ining,
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union regul ations, wages, fringe benefits , and other areas
related to the work forces of our member companies.
It is composed of the chief industrial relations executives from forty-seven AlA member comp anies, meeting
in forum twice a year, where mutual problems and practices in the field m ay be discussed to the benefit of all
members.
The past year has provided a considerable amount of
work for the Committee and staff as a result of the
increasing emphasis on missile and spacecraft m anufacture . Mention was made in our 1961 Annu al Report of
the Committee's cooperat ive efforts with the " Holl and
Committee." It will be reca lled that thi s committee was
appointed by the Secretary of Labor to work out criteria for the divi sion of work at the missile sites. Upon
invitation from the Secretary of Labor in F ebru ary
1962 , a subcommittee of the IRAC met wi th an Assistant Secretary of Labor to di sc uss the report which r.ad
been submitted by the Holl and Committee. Co unsel and
a staff represe ntative of the IRA C were also in attendance and presented a statem ent prepared from materi al
provided by th e subcommittee.

c1at•ons a nd the building trades unions - had testified ,
AlA counsel filed a rebuttal with the Roosevelt Subcommittee. In Jul y, after the hearings had been concluded ,
AlA was aga in requ ested to testify at a speci al hearing
o n the same subject.
Indic ative th at the industry is being given increasing
opportunit y to present its views at the law-m aking level ,
as well as at the poli cy-m aking level of Government
agencies in volved in industri al relations matters, is the
fact th at a member of the IRAC is an industry representative on the United States delegation to the International Labor Orga nization . He attended a meeting in
Geneva this summer with representatives from 24 other
countries , during which the chief topic was "The Effect
of T echnical Progress in Metal Trades. " Another member of the Committee is a member of the Labor Department's " Miss ile Sites Labor Commiss ion", while another
Committee member services on the Labor Department's
" Advisory Committee on Unemployment."
Staff, with the cooperation of .the Committee members , is able to collect information a nd make surveys
on a number of subjects. This inform ation is m ade
available to a ll Committee m embers and is used in making repl ies to G overnment agenci es seeking inform ation
on our industry.
INDUSTRIAL SECURITY COMMITIEE

With the cost of wages, salaries and fringe benefits
amounting to roughly one-third of the total cost of the
end · product , the skill s of the m a nagement team negoti ating a union contract becom e of paramount importa nce if the compa ny is to rem a in in a competitive
position when bidding on new contracts. During the
uni on contract negoti ations in m any of our comp anies
this yea r, there has bee n an unprecedented trend by the
Administrati on to set the pattern of the settlements
throu gh the use of a Presidenti al Committee appointed
to resolve differences betwee n the companies and the
unions in vo lved .
As a result o f the probl ems a ri sing_over the divi sio n
of wo rk betwee n th e industri al a nd building trades
unio ns, th e H ouse Spec ial Subcommittee o n Labor ( the
Roosevelt Su bcommittee ) called hea rin gs o n the administration o f th e Davi s- Bacon Act which regul ates construction wo rk do ne und er Governme nt cont ract. In
Jun e, fo ll ow ing a requ est to do so , a represe ntative of
the Assoc iati o n ap pea red before this Subcommittee to
testif y as to co nditio ns at the miss il e co nstructio n sites.
After other o rga ni zati ons - including co nstructor asso-

The fi eld o f act iv it y of this Committee includes the
protectio n of cl ass ified m ateri a l, civil defense , pl ant protection and operatio nal procedures in the execution of
the responsibil ities involved in those areas.
Durin g th e pas t yea r, Committee members and staff
have continued to mainta in close li a ison w ith offici als
of the Departm ent of D efense and other Government
age nci es havin g sec urit y cognizance of the cl assified
contracts in our pl ants. The exch ange of inform ation
betwee n the Security Directors of member compani es
a nd those Governm ent offic ials who formulate the security regul ations un de r whic h contracts are performed is
valu able in develo ping _sound security practices.
Late in 1961 , th e C ivil Defense Administration was
reorga nized with a majo r portion o f its responsibiliti es
shifted to the Department of Defense. In J anuary of
this yea r, a C ivil Defense subcommittee of this Committee met wi th the, then, new ly appointed Ass istant Secretary o f Defense fo r Security a nd his staff to discu ss the
probl ems and poli cies o f C ivil D efense as they pertain
to the defense indu stry.
In April , fo rt y-o ne Securit y Directo rs represe nting our
compa ni es met with fourt ee n top secu rity office rs and
civili an ofl1c ials of the Department of D efense a nd other
Governm ent age nc ies . This meetin g was devoted to
se rio us ac ross-the-tab le d isc uss io ns o n security reg ul ati o ns a nd practi ces as we ll as th e ad mini strati o n of th e
sec urity prog ram .
PRODUCT SUPPORT COMMITTEE

The Prod uct Sup port co-mmittee se rves military
operati ons and ma intena nce. In a ll , m ore th an 25 %
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of the U. S. defense budget goes diri!ctly for maintenance of equipment and facilities. Approximately one
million man-years of military and civilian effort goes
into equipment m aintenance annually.
The Committee and its members are generally responsible for the policy and operations involved in the broad
product support area which includes: Maintenance
support planning ; military operational and maintenance
personnel training; contractor technical services personnel ; contrac tor modification and repair of equipment;
configuration and compatibility control; qualitative and
quantitative mainten ance analysis; failure reporting analysis; support aspects of maintainability, reliability, and
maintenance engineering; real property installed equipment support.
This Committee is representative of the trend in
Government and industry to pull together all in-house
functions which contribute to the successful use of the
products this industry delivers to the military
epartments, NASA and other customers. Its membership is comprised of 83 exec utives managing their com-

pany's Product Support divisions, also known variously
as Logistics, Customer Service, etc.
Operationally, as a main committee, the Product
Support Committee maintains administrative control
over the Spare Parts and Service Publications Committees. These committees receive assignments from and
report regularly to the Product Support Committee.
Committee Initiated Actions: Development of the
AlA "Integrated System Support Concept," submitted
to the Department of Defense for consideration in September. was probably the most significant item of Committee initiative during the year. The Committee concept calls for support planning and action to begin at
the inception of weapon system design and to continue
for the useful life of the system. The training, operational and maintenance plans are all analyzed together
and supported on a coordinated basis. The Department
of Defense is studying the AlA recommendation that
the best parts of this and other current support programs be assembled into a DOD program for use by
the military departments.
Committee members supplied a large part of the
effort of the Ad Hoc Committee on Spare Parts Procurement, which Committee acted as consultant to AlA
in the development of AlA's recent proposals to DOD
on spare parts procurement policies.
The Committee views with alarm the fragmentation
process in which individual elements of support, heretofore furnished by the aerospace contractors in coordinated packages, are being channeled to others. Committee presentations are under preparation in these and
other areas where a combination of such factors may
adversely affect operational capability and safety. Needless to say, if the fragmentation process is carried to the
extreme, contractors will not be able to finance such
assistance and the cohesion supplied by the contractor
will be lost.
Review of Proposed Specifications: At all times the
Committee has under way the review of proposed specifications, procedures and policies which affect the contractors. Some of the major items reviewed during the
past year are:
XWR-30 --Weapon Readiness Achievement Program, developed by the Bureau of Naval Weapons
to prescribe all elements of fleet readiness maintainability requirements and support programs;
AFSCM 80-10- System Evaluation Data Criteria,
developed by the Air Force Systems Command to
manage the acquisition of product support data as
well as engineering data for aerospace system development and prodtlction programs.
The review of the above items was a team effort also
involving the Spare Parts Committee, Service Publications Committee and other interested committees of
AlA.
MlL-T-27382 (USAF)- Training Equipment
Technical Data, developed by the AFSC Aeronautical
Systems Division, and subsequently included m

AFSCM 80-10.
Also, the Committee, together with its working committees, developed for the Army a set of recommendations
for integrating equipment procedures in the Army
reorganization plan.
Information Services: AlA provides information services concerning new developments to the Product Support Committee from the Government and to the Government from the Committee. The product support
services rendered by the industry are not always understood in various levels of Government and industry.
Therefore, the Committee established an Information
Panel to prepare clarification and information articles
for the trade press and other communication media.
The Product Support Committee, at one of its three
meetings held this year, set aside a day for off-therecord discussions of support problems with ranking
Army, Navy, and Air Force representatives. Additionally, distribution is made by AlA ·to the Committee of
copies of policy statements, speeches, organization
charts, information concerning Government agency
reorganization, bulletins of other AlA committees, and
other information of interest to product support managers.
SPARE PARTS COMMITTEE

Rapid changes in the concepts of warfare, together
with continuing technological advances, have made it
mandatory that effective support of modern weapons be
maintained on a timely basis. Essential to this support
is the need for constant improvement in logistics management- a fact realized by both the military and
industry. For example, the value of aircraft in the Air
Force has almost doubled, from $14 billion in 1955 to
$27 billion in 1962, and has more than doubled in complexity. The ratio of spare parts to that 1955 inventory
was about 7 5%. Since then, the value of the spares has
actually decreased 20%, from $9.6 billion to $7.7 billion. And, through improved responsiveness and management, the rate of aircraft out of commission for spare
parts has been reduced from 5.7% to 2.7%.
These results, indicative of the effectiveness gained
by the military's support management, are being
matched by their opposite numbers in industry. The
Spare Parts Committee is comprised of 129 managers
and assistant managers of supply and spare parts departments from all segments of the aerospace industry.
This Committee is concerned with the policies, procedures and practices for the selection and ordering of
spare parts, aerospace ground and test equipment, special tools, training aids and training equipment. For
almost twenty years, it has worked closely with the military departments, coordinating and making recommendations for new developments and revisions in these
areas. Through reviews of proposed procedures and
amendments made available to them prior to official
release, the Committee seeks to eliminate many of the
causes for project delays and procedural deviations.
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Improvements in support operations and cost savings
result.
Supplementing these results are joint industry/Government meetings, which are held in conjunction with
the semi-annual national meetings of the Committee.
At these meetings, the interchange of ideas, policies, and
plans is proving mutually beneficial. Additional understanding of support operations and the problems being
experienced is also being gained by meeting participants
through field trips to military locations.
Industry-Initiated Actions
In addition to the assistance provided for the review
of Government-initiated projects and policies, the Committee initiates its own actions in developing new support procedures or amendments for updating existing
procedures and specifications. For example, the N ationa! Aeronautics and Space Administration accepted
the Committee's offer to consider NASA spare parts
documentation requirements and to recommend suggested support procedures. Subsequently, a proposed
procedure, designed to provide support for the research
and development type of programs featured by NASA,
was prepared and submitted to them. In furtherance of
this action, an orientation program for NASA field
activities covering these support aspects is being considered by the Committee.
Presently, members of the Committee are studying
the results of a survey which was conducted among
industry to determine the causes and extent of problems
arising from variations of the shipping instructions for
spares used by the military departments. Recommendations to both industry and Government for the clarification of these instructions are expected to result.
Another Committee-initiated program involves a
review of the Air Force's Technical Information File
to improve its descriptive coverage of aerospace ground
equipment so that design engineers can more readily
determine which items already in the Air Force inventory are suitable for use in connection with new weapon
systems. The recommendations developed from this
review have been referred to the Air Force.
Replenishment Spare Parts Activities
In connection with the Association's activities concerning competitive procurement of spare parts, the
Committee developed a list of criteria to be used for
determining the sources from which to procure these
parts. This list, which was subsequently submitted to the
Department of Defense, provides an awareness of the
technical, legal, engineering, operational and maintenance factors involved in determining qualified sources.
Since then, the Committee has participated i~ monitoring a breakout program for competitive procurement
of spare parts which has undergone service testing at
selected Army, Navy and Air Force locations. An alternate proposal, developed and tested by several AlA
member companies, was adopted and refined by the
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Committee for accomplishing the objectives required by
the breakout program. Additional refinements to this
proposal were made by the Ad Hoc Committee on Spare
Parts Procurement. Following a series of presentations
to the military departments, it was submitted to the
Department of Defense. The resulting favorable reactions brought forth a request for a statement of principles which would serve as guidelines in the implementation of Department of Defense competitive procurement policies. Feeling that these principles should
serve for both the Government and industry, the Committee, in association with the Ad Hoc Committee on
Spare Parts Procurement, undertook the development
and submittal of such a statement. Its implementation
will provide for equitable procurement practices without adversely compromising quality, reliability, availability, logistics support or systems improvement, and
without misusing proprietary information.
Weapon System Support and Maintenance Procedures
Within the military departments, various maintenance
support plans are under development which recognize
the operational requirements and peculiarities of a
weapons system and provide for coordination of these
factors at all levels of management. Two such projects
under proposal are the Bureau of Naval Weapons
"Weapon Readiness Achievement Program," (otherwise
known as WRAP), and the Air Force Systems Command's Manual 80- I 0, entitled "System Evaluation Data
Criteria."
Presently, the Committee, along with other AlA committees, is assisting in a review of the proposed WRAP
Program which is being conducted by the Product Support Committee. It is expected that all coordination will
be completed in time for official implementation of this
program before July, 1963.
The Air Force 80-1 0 project, which is designed for
application to an aerospace system from development
to production is expected to be made available for industry coordination during January, 1963. A plan of operation, similar to that now being conducted by AlA committees for WRAP, will be initiated when this proposed
Air Force document is received for review.
During the past year, the Committee provided additional recommendations covering the Air Force's data
requirements for aerospace ground equipment. These
recommendations included clarification of instructions
to enable industry to understand more readily its responsibilities for program support during the R&D and
operational phases of a program.
Support Procedures
A wide range of activities is carried on continuously
by the Committee with the military departments. For
example, a review of a short . form provisioning procedure for Air Force spare parts resulted in the development of a modified method which could be used for
selected items of relatively simple design and low unit

A major aerospace firm engaged in both space, missile and aircraft projects reflects the changing nature of employment. A division
engaged in aircraft projects has about 75 per cent of its total employment assigned to purely production jobs . Another division engaged
in space and missile projects, with double the work force, has only 40 per cent of its employment in production tasks .

cost. Adoption of this modification will assure a reduction in documentation requirements and processing
time.
In connection with the reorganization of the Army,
the Committee has been invited to participate in a consolidation study of Army provisioning procedures. This
study involves ten different procedures which were being
used by the different Army services prior to their reorganization. Following· a pJogram of coordination, the
results of this study will be presented to the Army. This
activity follows a previous review project completed
earlier this year in which the Committee submitted recommendations for integrating equipment support procedures in the plans for the Army reorganization.
The Defense Supply Agency, established at the beginning of the year to. manage all items of supply common
to the military departments, has developed a document
prescribing suggested requirements for initial selection

and ordering of this equipment. At the invitation of the
Agency, the Committee has initiated a review for possible effects to contractors by these requirements.
Cataloging

One of the Committee's long-range tasks is the monitorship of cataloging operations as they effect the
products of this industry, especially the contractor's
ability to ship spare parts and support data on a timely
basis. In this connection, the Committee has studied
and furnished its views on a proposed revision of
M.IL-I-19890, the specification governing preparation
of item descriptions by Navy contractors.
Presently, industry is being called upon to perform
additional services .in conjunction with a year-long Air
Force project entitled MINT, meaning " Materiel Identification and Ne>v Item Control Techniques." The
primary objective of this project will be to review
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Federal Stock Numbers against manufacturers' data to
eliminate duplication and to insure consolidation of
similar items and the development of interchangeability
relationships. Members of the Committee are conducting preliminary surveys of cataloging data to determine
the proper guidelines for industry participation in this
project.
SERVICE PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE

A missile weapon system today is made up of a
million or more component parts supplied by several
thousand contractors. Possibly 300 volumes of technical
manuals must be written to describe the operation and
maintenance of the entire system . Every single operation
concerned with installation , testing, maintenance, countdown , firing, control, guidance and tracking is accomplished in accordance with technical manual instructions.
The same is generally true for other weapon systems.
The more complicated the equipment becomes, the
more important are technical manuals. The Service
Publications Committee addresses itself to the task of
simplifying and improving technical manuals through
close coordination with its military , NASA and AT A
customers. This AlA committee . is comprised of I 12
managers of aerospace Service Publications departments
producing manuals, time compliance technical orders,
bulletins , and illustrated parts breakdowns.
Industry-Initiated Actions: The Committee takes the
initiative in undertaking projects in any area where
industry can make a contribution to the solution of problems. During the past year, a number of important
industry-initiated actions took place. For instance, when
the Government Printing and Binding Regulations restricted the printing of technical manuals to Government
printing sources, m a ny contractors' contracts for administration of technical manual printing were terminated.
Fearing th at such action would delay distribution of
handbooks and cause other complications in operations
a nd m a intenance , the Committee petitioned the Joint
Committee on Printing and the military departments to
review the situation. The contracts have been reinstated,
but this subject is not yet resolved.
In another case , the Committee became concerned
relative to pl a nned ch a nges in the management of the
technica l manual standardization program and made
spec ific requests to the Department of Defense in connec:tion therewith. Meanwhile , the Committee has been
adv ised th a t interest in the progra m continues at a high
leve l and that continued progress m ay be expected from
the new managers of the project.
Another long-standing Committee activity is the
exchange of cost-saving ideas , information on new
methods and eq uipm e nt , a nd other advancements in the
state of the graphic a rts. Pa rt of eac h Committee meetin g is set as ide for the exchange of such inform ation by
me mbers or outsiders. Members attending meetings often
ga in new id eas app licable to their own departments.
Review of Proposed or Existing Specification.\: During
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the past year. the Committee has been given the opportunity to review various specifications, amendments ,
policies , etc ., proposed by the military departments and/
or the commercial airlines. All Committee members
review the proposals and comment thereon to AlA.
Small panels of industry experts coordinate the recommendations for transmittal to the initiating agency. A
few examples:
PD 55-I - Preparation of Repair Parts Appendices
to Handbooks, by the Army Transportation Materiel Command ;
M IL-M-005474D ( WEP) -General Preparation of
Technical Manuals , by the Naval Air Technical
Services Facility and the Bureau of Naval Weapons:
AFPI 71-531-(3) -Technical Publication Requirements for Missiles, by the Air Force Logistics
Command;
AT A Spec. I 00- Specification for Manufacturers '
Technical Data, prepared by the Air Tramport
Association.
Information Services: The Committee acts as a communication link between industry and Government, just
as handbooks are the bridge between the manufacturers
and the users of aerospace equipment. Government and
industry addressees receive material prepared by or
referred to the Committee to clarify and inform management and working levels concerning technical man-

uals, time compliance technical orders, bulletins, illustrated parts breakdowns, etc.
During the year, the Committee developed an Information Bulletin system for apprising Government and
industry executives of Committee-prepared papers and
magazine articles clarifying individual aspects of the
technical manual system. Responses from recipients
have been gratifying.
Maintenance and data specialists in the military
departments arc familiar with contractors' Service Publications department operations. However. there are
many others in Government and industry. with peripheral responsibilities in the field of technical manuals,
who do not fully understand the complexities in the
preparation of manuals. Therefore, an information
project has been undertaken by the Committee to describe the many capabilities which have been developed
by aerospace contractors and the many coordinated
actions which arc taken by the Service Publications
Departments and their administrators, technical writers,
editors and artists in gathering the information for the
preparation of handbooks. Another little-understood
subject is the relationship between the aerospace contractors' Service Publications departments and the outside handbook sub-contractors who arc employed to do
some of the work. The Committee presentation will
describe the working relationships between the contractors and the handbook subcontractors.
GOVERNMENT REPORTS COMMITTEE

The Government Reports Committee negotiates with
the Bureau of the Budget in the approval or disapproval
of Government Reports requirements under the provisions of the Federal Reports Act of 1942. Government agencies, in the operation of their far-flung activities, have a need for meaningful and essential data.
Committee efforts, directed toward these goals, annually
consume innumerable man-hours in evaluation of existing and proposed reporting requirements. It works
toward elimination of requirements that are unwarranted, not justifiable, and burdensome, and recommends ways in which cost reductions to Government
and industry may be achieved by simplification and
elimination of duplicative or non-usable reports.
In 1962, emphasis was given the Committee's objectives by the expressed interest of the Secretary of
Defense in the streamlining of DOD's industry reporting
requirements.
The Air Force Systems Command, at an AF/Industry
Management Conference in May. 1962, in l\1ontercy.
California, discussed the implementation of this DOD
goal. Stemming from this conference, the Comptroller
of AFSC requested that industry work with their opposite members in the Air Force Commands and System
Project ollicers. The results hoped for would achieve
compatibility of industry\ internal requirements and
those of the Air Force. so that the same data could he
used to satisfy the needs of both. As a part of the

review, Air Force requirements, which are considered
burdensome to industry and believed to be of little value
to the Air Force. arc to be specifically identified. Indicative of the cooperative environment that exists in this
area arc directives issued by the Air Force during this
past year. Numerous working relationships and joint
efforts have been developed between various subcommittees of the Government Reports Committee and Government agencies, resulting in standardization, simplification. or elimination of reporting requirements.
One subcommittee has concerned itself. over the past
two years, with a review and simplification of the
Al'vl PRIM 1\1 PR/SE!'vl PR complex of reports. In 1962,
a simplified system. applicable to all types of activity,
was approved by the Bureau of the Budget (BOB).
This system will be implemented in early 1963.
The Propulsion Unit Inventory Control Subcommittee
has developed close working relationships with the Air
Force to aid in the development of reporting requirements and procedures necessary to maintain the Air
Force computerized inventory records for the management of engines from initial procurement to disposal.
Another group developed a meaningful and simplified
"Contractor Cost Study," which was previously included
in AFBJ\1 Exhibit 5R-I. This joint AFSC/industry project was instituted under the direction of the BOB and
was successfully completed and approved by that bureau
in October. 1962. Extensive internal coordination by
AF and industry preceded the final negotiations, and
the resulting document indicated that substantial savings
in cost would accrue while providing the AF with
essential data.
The NASA Data Requirements Subcommittee assisted
etTectivelv in the development of a simplified "NASA
Financial Management Report" and related reporting
requirements.
Another group. the Contractor Pilot Operations Personnel Approval Forms and Procedures Subcommittee,
completed its task. initiated four years ago, when the
jointly written AF/Navy regulation (AFR 84-7/BuWeps
lnst 3710.6, dated 3 August 1962) was published, which
outlines procedures to he followed in obtaining approval
for company personnel to operate Government-owned
aircraft.
In August, 1962. a joint Government Reports Committee and Procurement and Finance Committee task
group was established to explore PERT COST procedures and the steps that could be taken to resolve
difl"ercnces between (iovernment agencies and industry.
This group is establishing principles and industry's position on a PERT /Til\ IE/COST system to he submitted
to the DOD and NASA.
The Committee's objectives of keeping member companics informed of reports and data systems requirements. of limiting these through the avenue of negotiation. and of being of assistance to Government agencies,
are especially significant in the rapid changes in the
industry.
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GEORGE F. METCALF
Marlin Company
Chairman, Missile
and Space Council

The maintenance of an adequate defense posture and
the achievement of our national goals in space are
essential to our national security, well-being and prestige . The successful development, therefore, of superior
guided missiles and space vehicles of the performance,
flexibility and reliability reqwired places a heavy responsibility on the Government-industry team.
In meeting the problems associated with the Nation's
accelerated missile and space programs, the aerospace
industry faces some of the most difficult tasks it has
ever undertaken. Indeed, the program to land a man
on the moon arnd then return him safely to ea,r th is likely
the most difficult and costly single task to eveF face
this Nation.
The aerospace industry is charged not only with the
design and fabrication of the tremendous boosters,
space vehicles and their navigational systems, and other
devices reql!lired in the many-faceted U. S. missile aRd
space program, but it is responsible for the design and
manufacture of launch facilities, world-wide tracking
systems and literally thousands of associated c;omponents, accessories, techniques, methods, etc., required
in support.
In coming to grips with the challenges of the Nation's
accelerated missile attd space programs, industry has had
to impose upon itself the most stringent demands for
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T he cost of la un c hin g a n inte r co ntin e n ta l
missi le , inc l uding the m issi le 's s h are of
researc h a n d d eve lo pm ent an d t ra in in g
c osts, is $6-10 milli o n. Of t h is cost, t h e
labor invo lved - di rectly and i nd irectl y con s u mes approx im ate ly 90 pe r cen t. Th e
labor co sts in c lud e the wa ges o f everyon e
i n vo l ved - f rom m e n w h o m in e the m etal
t o t h e airm e n at the launc hin g s ite .

preci sio n des ign a nd m a nu fac t ure to ga in th e ex tre m e
m ax im ums in re li a bilit y. N eed less to say, the m embership of the A l A M iss ile a nd Space Cou nci l devotes a
la rge m eas ure o f its ti m e a nd effo rts in see kin g eve r
bet ter so luti on s in prob le m s to trul y fa il-safe reli ability .
T ec hn o log ica l de ve lopm e nts acco m plished by o u r
m e m ber co m pa ni es in be h a lf of our milita r y a nd c ivil
miss ile a nd s p ace p rog ra m s h a ppi ly ofte n offe r the ir
ea r li es t co ntr ibuti o n to th e expa nd in g U. S . c ivil eco no m y. N ew m a te r ia ls, a ll oys, p las t ics, fa brics, mini a ture
e lect ro ni cs, a nd a hos t o f o the r tec hn iques a nd p ro cesses
a re ra p id ly fi ndi ng th e ir most im m ed ia te app li ca ti o n in
p rod ucts fo r the pr iva te co ns um e r.
T he Miss ile a nd Sp ace C o un c il has co nti n ued to fo ste r
a bett e r a nd more co mpre hen sive u nd e rs ta nd in g of th e
N a ti o n's g ui d ed m iss ile a nd s pace vehi c le requ ire m e nts,
bo th m il it a r y ~1 n d c ivil. E m p has is h as bee n placed o n
the deve lo pm e nt o f effec ti ve m a nage m e nt a nd tec h nolog ica l tech niqu es necessa r y to tra nsla te th ese r eq u irem e nts int o m ea ning f ul ca pa b ili t ies m o re r a p idl y, effic ie ntl y, a nd eco no m ica ll y.
M a ny o f th e ha rd tec hni ca l pro b le m s in th e developm e nt o f bo th m iss il es a nd s pace ve hi c les h ave bee n
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so lved. Th e re is no lo nge r a ny d o ubt of our eve ntu a l
tec hn o log ica l a nd producti ve capab iliti es to lo ft in c reasing ly heav ie r pa y-l oads, bot h m a nn ed a nd unm a nn ed ,
int o nea r a nd o ute r s pace. Th e costs in vo lved a re o f s uch
m ag nitud e, however , th a t eve ry effo rt mu st be directed
towards th e ac h ieve m e nt of s ig nifi ca nt cost r ed ucti o ns
com pa tible w ith m ax imum mi ssio n pe rfo rm a nce . Th is
res po ns ibility is inh e re nt a t th e beg innin g o f a prog ra m
a nd co ntinues thro ug ho ut its life. It in volves s implificat io n th ro ug h inte ns ive e ngi nee rin g of th e b asic des ig n
to th e m axi mum poss ibl e ex te nt. F urth e r. it in clud es
th e m a rri age o f m a ny com p lex co m po ne nts - s ta nd a rdized a nd red uc ed in va ri e ty to improve reli a bi lity a nd
lowe r un it cost thro ug h inc reased testin g a nd volum e
prod ucti o n, a nd th e de li very of th oro ughl y tes ted a nd
integ ra ted s yste ms. Un wa rra nted du p li ca tion of effort .
a rtifi c ia l res tra in ts whic h imped e tec hn ica l prog ress a nd
in c rease costs, w aste of o ur reso urces of sc ie ntific , techno logi ca l, a nd ski ll ed produ c ti ve m a np ower mu st be
e limin a ted . Th e trade-o ff be twee n prog ra m a ccelerati o n
a nd cost mu st be we ighed ca refull y. The ultim a te payoff is meas u red in te rms o f th e N a t io n's safety a nd
we lfa re de ri ved fr o m ad va nced a nd progressive ae rospace prog ra m s w h ic h a re respo ns ive to cl ea rl y und e rs tood na ti o na l goa ls. Effec ti ve a nd h a rm o ni o us m a nage m en t at a ll leve ls by experie nced , e nli g hte ned , imag ina ti ve a nd astut e Gove rnm e nt -indu str y lead e rs is o f
pa ra m o unt im po rt a nce.
Composition of the Council

Me m be rs hi p o n th e M issil e a nd Space Co uncil in c ludes o ne m e m be r fro m eac h of th ose A l A compa ni es who ho ld prim e con tr ac ts fo r g uid ed missil es o r
space ve hi c les. In additi o n, o ne-fo urth o f th e Co un c il
me m be rs hi p is composed , o n a se lec t ive basis, o f rep rese nta ti ves of A lA com pa n ies no t ho ld in g p r im e co ntr ac ts but w hose in te res ts e nco m pass co nsid e rab le d es ig n
o r m a nu fac ture o f va r iou s e leme nts of miss il e o r space
ve hicles . T he scope o f th e Co un c il's ac t iv ities e ncompass , o n a n in d ustr y-w ide bas is, top leve l com pa ny m a nage m e nt prob le ms co nce rnin g g uid ed mi ss il es a nd s pace
ve hicl es in c ludin g, but no t limited to, e ng ineering . Indi vidu a l m e m bers a re ge ne ra ll y of cor po ra te executi ve
vi ce p res id e nt o r vice preside nti al leve l.
During 1962 th e C o un c il has co ntinu ed to ho ld its
m ee tin gs a t Gove rnm e nt es tab lis hm e nts in a n effo rt to
ga in a be tt e r u nde rsta ndi ng o f mut ua l Gove rnm e ntindu str y pro ble m s re la tin g to m iss il es a nd s p ac e ve hi cles.
PERT

T he Cou nci l has fo ll owed c lose ly the progress of th e
Na ti o na l Ae ro na uti cs a nd Sp ace Admini stra ti o n a nd th e
De pa rtm e nt o f D efe nse in t he deve lo p m e nt of a u ni fo rm
se t of m a nage me nt p rin c ipl es fo r co mm o n use by gov e rnm e nt a nd indu s tr y in the m a nage me nt of co m p lex
de ve lop m e nt projec ts. T he ex te nsio n o f P E RT ( Pro g ra m E va lua tio n a nd Re view T ec hni qu es ) to p red ict io n
a nd co nt ro l o f cos ts is o f co nside ra ble interes t to th e
Co u nc il.

Implement atio n of the basic principles of PERT costin g. as a nnounced by NASA/DOD , on a serv ice test
bas is to develop intern a l procedures on a uniform basis
as directed by the Depa rtm e nt of Defense will be a
matter o f continuing concern to th e Council. Industry
eva lu a tion a nd input to the la ngu age of s;ontractual
PERT /COST implementing instructions, compatahility
w ith existing corporate practices, level of detail required,
co mpa ta bilit y of state ments of work to costing. and contractors .. right to manage·· are of considerable significa nce in the deve lopme nt of a uniform mutuall y acceptable a nd effective program.

Technical/ Scientific Societies

The Council has continued its interest in the effectiveness of Technical/Scientific Societies' activities in the
ae rospace fi e ld and th e trends towa rd amalgamation of
those societies possessi ng si mil ar fields of scientific interest , a nd objectives. Emphasis has been pl aced on the
careful selection of individu al employees· participation ,
the establishment of a hi gh sta nd ard of qualit y for the
presentation of employees technical papers , and the
avo id a nce of costly a nd unnecessary exhibition of
compan y products at such meetings or symposia.

TED BURKE
Tire Garrell Corporation
Chairman , Public
Relations Adl"isor)'
Committee

Public Relations Adv·isory Committee

Executive Committee
Editorial Subcommittee
Aviation Education Subcommittee
Shows & Exhibits Subcommittee
Aircraft Sound Subcommittee

Shifting patterns and doctrines in defense, space exploration and civil aviation made it even more imperative
during the past year that the public, Government and
news media be informed about the problems and
accomplishments of the aerospace industry.
Dominating the Public Relations Service's activities
was an awareness of the uncertainties and often unforeseeable adjustments which beset virtually all segments
of the industry.
Indeed, so acute has the information-education challenge become that a reorientation of public relations
efforts is being made. Accordingly, a series of new
approaches has been approved by the Board of Governors and the Pwblic Relations Ad~isory Committee. The
results of trois fresh ana~ysis of the imforma,tion requirements will become apparemt to tlile membership during
the coming year.
In the future, as in past years, the Service will continue its basic functiol'ls. These are: public information; channeling of information to the Government at
all levels; advisory service to the membership on significant developments affecting the industry; carrying
out the overall objectives of the association as established by the Board and by the Public Relations Ad-
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visory Committee; disseminating market data; and
cooperating with other AlA services and committees
in the furtherance of their goals.
In the past year substantial contributions were made
in placing the industry's viewpoints before appropriate
audiences. This was accomplished through a variety of
methods. Publications, press releases and speeches
played an important part along with the staff's responses
to inquiries from the public, news media, financial,
Governmental and educational groups.
The year saw a remarkable increase in requests for
all types of publications and other aids. Specialized requests for data from college students continued to grow.
Publications

At year's end, Aerospace, a monthly publication of
the AlA for eighteen years, was changed to a quarterly
publication of new concept and dimensions. Aerospace,
as a monthly, has served the association and its readers
well over the years. However, Public Relations Service,
with the concurrence of the Board and the PRAC, has
devised in its place a 24-page quarterly designed to be
an even better vehicle to reflect the increasingly complex
atmosphere in which the industry operates. It will present in each issue articles and picture stories covering
the subjects with which the industry is· concerned. It will
be a publication of substance and impact aimed at both
readers in and outside the industry.
At the time the changeover in A erospace was undertaken. the monthly publication had a circulation of
47,500. It readers were among the press, members of
Congress and their staffs, educators, economists, the
financial community, key persons m Government
departments and agencies.
l n the past year of its publication, A eros pace included
among its more noteworthy presentations the following:
lead article by Stuart G. Tipton, president of the Air
Transport Association, on the effects of turbine-powered
transports on the air transport industry; efforts of AlA
committees to control defense costs, and an article
demonstrating the civil benefits from space research.
Outstanding editorials included: '"The Aerospace Challenge," by Dan A. Kimball, chairman of the AlA's
Board of Governors; another dealt with the industry's
position in spare parts procurement, and the statement
of the purpose and goals of the AlA economic study.
Among the inserts which attracted attention were the
outlining of the NASA space exploration program for
1962 prepared by NASA Administrator James E. Webb·
the need for liberalizing depreciation policies, and on~
which discussed the demands placed on industry for
vigorous management techniques.
Aerospace Year Book

Approximately 4,500 copies of the 1962 A eros pace
Year Book were published by American Aviation Publications. The forty-third edition of this standard reference work consisted of 484 pages of text and pictures.
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Aerospace Facts and Figures

Because of the good reception accorded this publication in 1961, the printing order was increased by I ,000
for a total of 7,000 copies. As with the Year Book,
this major compilation of material has become an
accepted reference work.
Aerospace Forecast of Technical Requirements

Representing a major effort on the part of the Technical Services, this biennial publication was produced
during the year in a considerably expanded version. Six
thousand copies were published and distributed to key
officials of the military establishment, to space-oriented
agencies and committees and to the press and member
companies. More than I ,000 copies were sold.
Annual Report

Continuing a trend, the association's Annual Report
has further acquired a valuable function beyond its
direct interest to the membership. It is a useful document for financial institutions, government agencies and
news media. This report covers the calendar year of
1962 and conforms to the new calendar year basis of
the association. Number of copies was increased from
7,000 to 7,500.
University Seminars

Plans were well under way during the year to hold
the first of a series of seminars at universities on
problems of the industry.
Memoranda

Staff continued the issuance of background memoranda reporting and interpreting significant developments affecting the industry. Staff also reprinted and distributed for use by members 3,000 copies of an article
in the September issue of Air Force and Space Digest
entitled "Private Enterprise and the Public Interest."
Aviation Education

Through the Service's continuing close cooperation
with the National Aerospace Education Council and its
own direct activities, the association again contributed
significantly to aerospace education. The increasing interest in science and science teaching resulted in further
demands upon available teaching and study materials.
More than 16,500 requests for aerospace educational
material were received, an increase of 4,500 over the
previous year. An apparent growth in aerospace-type
school workshops was discerned. There was also a
notable increase in letters from college students seeking
assistance in the preparation of theses. Cooperation with
educational offices, with technical societies and other
trade associations was maintained.
Data Research

Marketing data research activities have increased.
Through systematic analysis of Governmental reports,

trade journals, special bulletins and other sources ,
the Service continued to build up its quick reference system for use by members. Selected data was
regularly distributed in bulletins to market researchers
and corporate planners. During the year, twenty-two
bulletins were issued covering military requirements ,
Department of Defense budgetary data, prime contract
awards lists , and abstracts from special reports .
Publicity

Sixty-nine news releases, 43 Public Relations memos
and nine presentations designed for radio and television
use were issued during the year. Circulation of the
Letter to Aerospace Writers continued until September,
but by a decision of the PRAC at its fall meeting the
bulletin was terminated . Hundreds of specialized requests from news media, ranging from a single fact or
figure to requirements involving lengthy research , were
handled in the period.
Interchange With Other Organizations

Valuable service to members resulted from a reciprocal exchange with other organizations whose goals are
related to the association 's.
Among these groups are the Air Transport Association, and the International Air Transport Association.
Cooperation with the AT A and Airline Pilots Association helped advance the work of the National Aircraft
Noise Abatement Council.
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The key to the nation's space and defense efforts is
vested primarily in the research , design, development
and production efforts of the companies comprising this
Association and identified as the aerospace industry.
From this commitment of men , money and machines
in scientific and engineering applications flows the
nation's weaponry and space exploration hardware.
Equally significant is the technical fall-out realized
from these efforts in the form of comforts and conveniences which enhance our daily life. Just as the
architectural application of aluminum yesterday ·had its
origin in this industry's utilization of this material in
the past, so today's technology in electronics will establish new norms for our standard of living.
It is in this vast area that the Technical Service
functions through its structure of committees, to harness
those facets of knowledge, data and activity for the
common good of the industry, Government, and the
nation .
AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

The Aircraft Technical Committee is composed of
principal engineering executives from member companies engaged in the design and production of aircraft.
During the past year the Committee held one formal
meeting, and its activities were limited largely to a deter-

mination of financial support for technical activities and
organizational problems.
Committee members are concerned with the revolutionary changes in the industry, which need to be
reflected in the Association 's organization. It is anticipated that in the forthcoming year constructive steps
will be taken in this direction .
The ATC provides policy direction of its working
committee programs through the Aerospace Research
and Testing Committee, Airworthiness Requirements
Committee, Engineering Contract Requirements Committee, National Aerospace Standards Committee, and
the Powerplant Installation Committee.
AEROSPACE RESEARCH AND TESTING COMMITTEE

Publication of the eighth issue of the "Aerospace
Technical Forecast" was a noteworthy accomplishment
of seven Technical Service Committees .under the task
leadership of the Aerospace Research and Testing Com·mittee. This document is aimed at providing advice and
direction for research to Government agencies and associated industry, and has grown continuously in coverage
and value with the publication of each issue.
Managers of structures, materials and testing activities
from forty member companies engaged in design and
production of aircraft, missiles and space vehicles, com-
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AIRCRAFT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

LEO J. DEVLIN
Douglas Aircraft
Compan y, Inc.
Chairman , Aircraft
Technical Committee

BURT F. RAYNES
Rohr Corporation
Chairman, Manufacturing
Committee

Aerospace Research & Testing Committee
Dynamics & Aerolasticity Research
Flight Test Telemetry
Thermophysical Properties
Airworthiness Requirements Committee
Personal Aircraft
Transport
Vertical Lift Aircraft
Engineering Contract Requirements Committee
Drafting
National Aerospace Standards Committee
Powerplant Installation Committee
ACCESSORY & EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Administrative Engineering Committee
-Drafting for Numerical Control Machines
Drafting Practices
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QUALITY CONTROL COMMITTEE
Measurement Standards & Calibration

Reli ability Functions

prise the membership of the ARTC. As its name implies, the Committee is concerned primarily with applied
research and testing in the allied fields of structures
and materials.
The breadth of ARTC activities is illustrated by the
subject matter of its three panels and 30 current projects.
Numerous assignments in specialized fields are carried
out by the following panels: Dynamics and Aeroelasticity Research; Flight Test Telemetry and Associated
Data Handling Systems; and, Thermophysical Properties. The shorter term projects are concerned with problems in the areas of development of data and test
procedures for new materials, standardization of test
methods, development of target specifications for desired
new materials, cooperative testing and exchange of data
to reduce individual cost of collecting data, and development of acceptance standards for weldments, castings
and other structural configurations and materials.
Twenty-seven projects have been completed during
the past year. The culmination of these efforts have
resulted in the presentation to the Department of Defense of a proposed program exemplifying the needs of
the Industry in the new and fast-moving field of thermophysical properties of materials; in the publication of an
extensive survey of facilities for space environment
simulation, a compilation of existing test facilities in
the United States; proposed specifications covering
elastomeric parts, qualification of welders, spot welding,
protective coatings for fuel tanks, non-hydrocarbon
paints and solvents, and materials used in structural
plastics and printed circuitry; development of new test
procedures for evaluating cadmium plating. and testing
materials for creep properties.
In addition, ARTC conducts many liaison activities
with Government agencies and other technical groups.
Comments and advice in its field are provided on request to such agencies as the Department of Defense,
Air Force Systems Command, Federal Aviation Agency,
the Bureau of Naval Weapons, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, and the National Academy
of Sciences, as well as others.
AIRWORTHINESS REQUIREMENTS COMMITTEE

The Airworthiness Requirements Committee is composed of engineering representatives from those airframe
manufacturers concerned with the certification of aircraft and rotorcraft. The Committee represents the
industry with the Federal Aviation Agency in all certification and airworthiness matters. It initiates proposals
for revision of the Civil Air Regulations and related
policies and procedures where they concern airworthiness and certification. It similarly establishes the manufacturers' position when such proposed revisions are
prepared by the FAA.
Since there is such a wide divergence of interest
among the various aircraft and rotorcraft manufacturers, the Airworthiness Requirements Committee is
divided into three groups- Transports, Personal Air-

craft and Helicopters. In effect there are three Airworthiness Requirements Committees.
During the past year the Airworthiness Requirements
Committee reviewed, discussed and made recommendations on a number of FAA proposals. Included among
the more significant are the following: performance and
operating requirements for turbine powered transports,
requirements for three engine turbine powered transports, consideration of the supersonic transport, requirements for turbine powered personal aircraft, delegation
option procedures . for the personal aircraft manufacturers, new privileges for the manufacturer to perform
maintenance, authority for helicopters to carry external
loads, and a new 30-minute rating for twin turbine
powered helicopters. These subjects required several
meetings with the FAA.
Of course, some of the above projects have not been
concluded. For example, the requirements for the supersonic transport have yet to be established and we have
urged FAA not to accomplish this prematurely. We
have and will continue to advocate a carefully thought
out program which would provide for the eventual
establishment of airworthiness standards on a realistic
basis.
The staff maintains continuous contact with appropriate FAA offices, other Government agencies, as well
as non-government organizations involved in airworthiness and safety.
ENGINEERING CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS COMMITTEE

From its inception in late 1953 the ECRC has been
a most active working committee. It is responsible to
the Aircraft Techrtical Committee (ATC), and represents the prime missile and aircraft manufacturers in
the area of engineering contract policies, procedures,
general requirements for data requirements.
The ever-increasing complexity and sophistication of
the current weapon and/or support systems have created
many new engineering contractual requirements that are
not always stated in the most efficient and economic
manner. The constant endeavor of ECRC is, through
cooperation and coordination with the customer, to help
establish policies. procedures and requirements which
are in current aerospace systems perspective and will
lead to the most efficient and economical industry and
customer operational needs.
To this end the Committee has, during the past year,
reviewed, coordinated and presented industry views and
recommendations to the customer (at times in joint
action with other interested committees) on a number
of very important documents- both new and revised.
To become better acquainted with the customer's
intent in certain of his engineering contract requirements documents, the Committee has at most of its
meetings invited key Government personnel to address
the Committee, followed by open discussion. In most
instances this has helped to create a better understanding and to produce more workable documents.
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Research and development activities of the aerospace industry accounted for more than one third of the total R & D carried out in the
u. s. during 1961, according to the latest survey by the National Science Foundation. The aerospace industry was responsible for
$3,964,000,000 of R & D out of a total of $10,891,000,000 for all U. s. industry. Technological capability of the aerospace industry is a
prime national asset .

Some of the more significant actiVIties spearheaded
by thi s Com mittee during the past yea r are:
I. The continuing effort to establish and maintain a
rea listic Engineering Qualification Approval Procedure
( EQAP-AFSCR 375-2). Efforts a re now bejng directed
to establish a manu al th at will result in standard interpretation of th e requirements of the program and its
implementation .
2. The key spo nsorship of proposed ANA Bulletin 445,
which covers changes to systems a nd equipment. This
document will be recognized as one of m ajor importa nce
since all changes to all systems a nd equipment in all
comm odi t y a reas a re regul ated by its requirements.
Ex te nsive changes to this bulletin we re recommended
in a n effort to keep Engineering C ha nge Proposal
( ECP) pre paration costs within reaso n while still suppl ying the necessa ry inform ation to the custom-er in a
minimum of time.
3. The Nav y Burea u of N ava l Weapons Specificatio ns
a nd Requirements Improve ment Program (STRIP) in
which th e Committee ass isted th e BuWeps in its effort
·
to delete obsolete specifications.
4. The ke y sponsorship of BuWeps impl ementat ion
documents WR-12 a nd WR- "13 covering "Engineering
Drawings, Assoc iated Lists and Documents Refe renced
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Therein " , and ··BuWeps Class I Drawings , and BuWeps
Field Activit y C lass I Drawings , Draw ing Format,
Authentication and Drawing Number Assignment"' respectively. BuWeps. action relative to Committee recommendation is pending .
5. The coordination of the revised contractual ··Table
209" ( MCP 71-51 0) "Engineering and Operational
Development Data Requirements" .
The new requirements noted above have caused
requirements in many other documents to be in a constant state of flux . Top USAF specifications such as
M IL-D--931 0 - Data for Aeronautical Weapon Systems
a nd Support Systems ; MIL-D-94!2- D ata for Aerospace Ground Equipment: M IL-S-8048- Preparation
of Aeronautical Weapon Systems Specifications: MIL-A8730- General Specification for Aircraft ; MIL-R27542- Reli ab ility Program Requirements for Aerospa ce Systems and Equipment; and M IL-M-26512Maintain a bility Requirements .for Aerospace Systems
a nd Equipment, to name a few, (and all coordinated
either originally or through most of the amendments
a nd rev isions by ECRC) are about to be consolidated.
ECRC views with considerable interest the rele ase for
coordination of this vital document.
Also of current importa nce and interest to the com-

mittec is the release of AFSCM 3 7 5-l "Configuration
Management During the Acquisition Phase". Effects of
this document on many engineering contract phases is
currently under review.
Of considerable importance to the Committee is the
work performed by its Drafting Panel. Members of
this panel arc specialists in their field and maintain surveillance over customer documents in their specialized
areas. Their recommendations monitored by the ECRC
are coordinated by the Joint Drafting Panel prior to
submittal through the AlA to the customer.
Industry must continue to expect adjustments to
engineering contract policies, procedures and data requirements. Surveillance and alertness to changing conditions and requirements must be continued to maintain
a well-halanced systems program package.
NATIONAL AEROSPACE STANDARDS COMMITTEE

The National Aerospace Standards Committee is
composed of leading standards engineering personnel
representing the major airframe, missile. and space systems manufacturers eligible for membership on the
ATC and :vt&SC. Their function is the study of mutual
standardization problems of aerospace system parts,
components. materials, processes, and related standards,
specifications and other documents. Their work is consummated hy the adoption and promulgation of appropriate industry standards, promotion of their use consistent with improved design and providing the industry's viewpoint to cognizant Government agencies and
other standardization activities.
The Committee completed its :?.I st year of operation in 196:?. during which its activities have progressively increased. Industry standards and specifications
issued as National Aerospace Standards ( NAS's) have
now grown to a four-volume, :?.000-page set. By comparison the set consisted of one volume of 3:?.5 pages
following \Vorld \Yar II. Current volumes as well as
new and tipdated standards arc published and distributed for AlA by the National Standards Association, Inc. to over I 000 companies, colleges, technical
schools, libraries, and individuals. This represents a
:?.5 per cent increase over the 1961 figures. The widespread usage and significant contribution being made by
the AlA member companies participating in this program is evident from the fact that during the year
inquiries concerning NAS standards parts were received
from twenty-one foreign countries throughout the world,
including all members of NATO.
Accomplishments during the period of this report
included the issuance of 2 16 new or revised N AS str.ndards. Also, at the request of the Services the Committee
reviewed some 250 individual military specifications,
standards and related documents.
National meetings of the NASC were held on the
regularly scheduled quarterly basis, with an average participation of 80% of the 41 members. Attendance by
appointed Government liaison representatives from the

Air Force, Army, Navy, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and the Defense Supply Agency afforded
a timely exchange of information and assistance leading
toward the resolution of many standardization problems.
Currently the Committee has in process 9:?. projects.
Included is a program to develop an N ASC Forecast
of Standard Product Requirements. The forecast is
intended to focus industry, Government, and supplier
attention upon specific requirements for standard items
which will be required during the 1963-1968 period.
Encouragement to undertake this ambitious program
was based on the large potential cost savings that can
accrue in present day development of aerospace systems.
In spite of the widespread usage of NAS standards in
military and commercial applications, documented recognition of industry standards by the Services has
progressed slowly even though policy directives on this
subject have been promulgated as early as June 1960.
Some encouraging action has been taken by Government
agencies during the final quarter of 1962 in this regard,
and it is hoped that through cooperative efforts much
greater progress will be made during the coming year.
POWERPLANT INSTALLATION COMMITTEE

The Powerplant Installation Committee is composed
of representatives having technical and administrative
responsibility for propulsion system installations and
related matters in airframes, missiles and space vehicles.
The objective of this committee is to provide an active
technical group representing the aircraft. missile, and
space vehicle manufacturers on matters involving propulsion system installation requirements and related
problems, and to assist other committees of AlA in
matters involving such engineering efforts.
Although this group has been in existence for a number of years as the Powerplant Installation Panel of the
Airworthiness Requirements Committee, it was recently
elevated to working committee status because of the
multiplicity of subjects of a military nature it is called
upon to review. During the past year the Committee's
efforts were focused to a considerable extent on two
subjects. The primary effort dealt with a complete revision to the ivf!L-E-8593 series turboprop engine specifications which had not been revised since 1953. Although such a task would normally fall to the Air Force
or Bureau of Naval \Veapons, AlA was requested to
draft a proposal which subsequently would be reviewed
by the military services. Furthermore, it was desired
that the specification include provisions for turboshaft
and turboprop engines in helicopters or VTOL aircraft.
As a result of this request, the PIC provided representation at several meetings with representatives of the
engine manufacturers. Participation by the helicopter
manufacturers CLmsiderably augmented discussions and
posed problems for which new solutions were sought.
Compromises were made with engine manufacturers in
some instances, whereas in others, no compromise could
be effected and optional wording was oft'ered to the
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Services for their determination.
In addition to the work done on military engine
specifications, the PIC has virtually completed a revision
to the Fire Protection Manual originally published and
distributed through AlA in 1949. It is anticipated that
the section of the manual applicable to piston engines
will be brought up to date and then be retained for
future reference without further revision. A second
section of the manual will deal with turboprop and turbojet engine installations in current subsonic airplanes,
reflecting the current state-of-the-art in this respect. This
section will be revised as may become necessary in
the future, on a continuing basis. As time progresses
and more information is gained with respect to installations in supersonic aircraft, this data will be filed for
future reference and use at the time it is needed. The
Fire Protection Manual will apply only to civil aircraft
installations.
Generally, the Committee is interested in all aspects
of a propulsion system, the details of which are not
engine-furnished. It is expected that the need may soon
be apparent for a special group of this Committee to
deal with problems relating to rocket engine installations
in missiles and space vehicles.
ACCESSORY & EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Representatives at the engineering manager level from
twenty-five member companies of AlA in the field of
accessories and equipment for aerospace systems, comprise the membership of the Accessory & Equipment
Technical Committee. Their field of activity covers
research. development, design, production, testing and
engineering procurement matters pertaining to mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic and electrical (other than
electronic) accessories and equipment.
AETC and its working groups often join with other
AlA technical committees in presenting Industry recommendations on Government specifications. The Administrative Engineering Committee ( AEgC), comprised of
representatives from the same companies but also including each division, concerns itself primarily with
engineering contract requirements and data requirements. One panel of the AEgC is concerned with drafting for numerical control machines and problems such
as the translation of taped information directly to layout.
The other panel is concerned with drafting practices
in general.
Effort, initiated last year, is being continued relative
to the Air Force document MCP 71-77, ""Engineering
Data Requirements for Materiel and Services". An
additional meeting was held with Air Force personnel
which resulted in a clearer understanding of the requirements. Recommendations on similar Bureau of Naval
Weapons documents were coordinated with other AlA
committees and submitted to that agency.
AEgC participated along with other Technical Service
Committees in the review and submittal of recommendations to the Air Force on MIL-STD-81 0, USAF,
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''Environmental Test Methods for Military Equipment".
Many of the industry recommendations were accepted
by the military and the standard is now undergoing
review by the other Services for adoption as a tri-Servicc
standard. This Committee has also actively participated
in the AlA Survey on Reduction of Data Requirements,
the proposed changes to ANA Bulletin 445 on Engineering Changes, and the proposed USAF specification for
Missile/Space System Safety.
In addition to setting policy and direction for its
working groups, AETC participated along with other
Technical Service Committees in the preparation of the
1962 issue of the '"Aerospace Technical Forecast" as
well as submitting comments and recommendations on
the technical content of numerous military specifications
covering accessory equipment items.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Electronic engineering executives of thirty AlA member companies constitute this Committee, which provides
electronic technical support to overall AlA goals, and
coordinates industry-wide problems confronting electronic systems engineering management.
AlA electronic efforts are unique in reflecting defense
electronic systems manufacturers' views to the Military
and NASA on one hand, and to component producers
on the other hand.
EETC has been active in areas such as reducing
submittal requirements for engineering documentation:
ten-year forecast of electronic system and component
requirements; need for an ATA Electronic Manufacturing Committee and its close coordination with electronic engineering committees; need for improved means
for policy guidance and coordination surveillance of
reliability, standardization and contract requirements
which concern several technical committees.
EETC visits of military and NASA installations to
observe field usage of electronic systems included: Goddard Space Flight Center, Vandenberg Air Force Base
and Aerospace Medical Division.
Presentations by NASA, military and industry specialists provided valuable background on space systems
plans, electronic aspects of aerospace medicine, research
in engineering sciences, legal guidelines for committees,
and optimizing capital investment in professional staff.
EETC provided broad policy guidance to the Electronic Reliability Panel, Electronic Parts Committee and
Electronic Equipment Specification Committee through
review of written reports and discussions with the chairmen of these groups.
ELECTRONIC PARTS COMMITTEE

During 1962 the Electronic Parts Committee actively
pursued more than 150 individual tasks, ranging from
the upgrading of NAS700 series specifications to the
investigation of deleterious effects of radiation on electronic parts.
Technical accomplishments of note include the for-

mation of test methods for six types of gyros. These
have been accepted nationally and are currently available . G yro terminology has been standardized . A comparable accomplishment is the design of uniform test
procedures for electro-magnetic rela ys that have been
published in a I 00-page NAS standard.
Changes in the profile of the electronics industry have
given the Electronic Parts Committee a new face . Activities are directed toward broad area coverage rather than
isolated details. Emphasis is no longer placed on specification development and review, but on the overall encompassing " Where do we stand in the electronic parts
development versus system requirements ?"
EPC has pinpointed two major areas- microelectronics and reliability- as offering far reaching adva ncement potentials, and at the same time , discernible
problems. The Committee's efforts have been redirected
to aid and assist the nation-wide efforts in these areas.
To effect these pursuits , liaison with all branches of the
military, NASA, and other nationwide industrial committees has been accelerated.
Micro eleclronics: Today's electronics parts are thought
of as ''discrete entities" th at form a component or a
circuit. Parts of the future are leaning towards completely integrated , self-sufficient circuits of unbelievably
small size , requiring , however, as m a ny communication
channels as its capacious predecessor. Entirel y new
harnessing and connection concepts and philosophies
are both imminent and mandatory as a promising balm
to inter-connection a nd connection of microelectronic
modules , cera mic printed circuits and functional electronic blocks. Committee efforts are directed toward
standardizing and documenting flat conductor, flexible
type wire harnessing, and associated connectors. Standardization of microelectronic terminology is actively
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placed by reference to applicable sections of MIL-STD454.
Seven requirements have been approved and issued in
MIL-STD-454; six more are completed by industry and
in final coordination with the military. Seven additional
requirements will be completed this year and ten new
assignments are planned for completion next year.
Unifying the various services design requirements will
simplify keeping current with the changing state-of-theart. This will result in reduced design cost and deviation
negotiation for companies supplying several military
customers.
EESC provided coordinated views from the electronic
. system viewpoint on jointly coordinated weapon system
specifications for maintainability, electronic equipment
thermal design performance evaluation, disposal at
failure mainten ance , proposed tri-service environmental
test specification and engineering changes procedure.
The EESC has, for nine years, particip ated in an
annual EESC-Aeronautical Standards Group-Air ForceBuWeapons meeting to update general design requirements for airborne electronic systems , rel ated test and
checkout equipment, and environmental requirements.
This continues to be an outstanding example of militaryAlA teamwork, to keep these specific ations d ynamic and
usable with a minimum of effort and cost.
Advances in the technology of electronics are directly responsible
for many of the amazing ga ins made in space exploration and
weapon systems . AlA committees work closely with government
agencies to improve the reliability of this equipment.

pursued, and substan tially advanced. The Committee
urges the Department of Defense to recognize early the
necessity of a uniform app roach to the ultimate microelectronics standardization needs. EPC is pooling resources to obtain valid data on the reliability of the
microelectronic parts currently available.
High -R eliability: High reliability activities of the
Committee are directed toward the interchange of ideas
and data on a nationwide basis through symposia , visits,
and research to determine the overall effects of data
exchange programs. EPC is working closely with the
military to incorporate multilevel reliability requirements in procurement spec ifications and to establish an
encompassing m anagement program for high-reli ability
parts.
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATION COMMITTEE

The Electronic Equipment Specification Committee
continues to coordinate general environmental, design
and data spec ification requirements for electronic equipment. The EESC-Government Uniformity Program is
obtaining coordinated tri -service design requirements .
These are added , when approved, as identifi able sections
of MIL-STD-454. The scattered verbage on the same
requirements is then deleted from the thirteen single
service general electronic des ign specifications and re-
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Electronic Reliability Panel

The Electronic Reliability Panel consists of a reliability specialist from each of twenty-three AlA companies engaged in weapon or space system programs.
The panel's scope of activity includes all reliability
problems rel ated to achievement of reli ab ility goals in
weapon and space system programs. Through the panel
representative , Individual companies sponsor projects
directed toward advancing the reliability "state of art".
All tentative projects are carefully screened a nd defined
as to description, scope, specific outputs and completion
schedules by the panel project planning group before
seeking approval and sponsorship. Seven projects have
been completed and issued in the AlA Technical Report
series during 1962, in addition to nine projects which
are in progress.
During the past year a presentation was made to
reliability representatives of the Department of Defense,
BuShips, BuWeps, Army Signal Corps, NASA and the
Logistics Management Institute. The purpose of the
presentation was to familiarize them with the panel
activities a nd to urge unification of Military Services
and NASA specifications for reliability manage ment,
prediction techniques, design, evaluation and test.
A similar presentation was also given to the Army
Signal Corps Reli ability Steering Committee during the
year. ERP is encouraged with reports that an informal
DOO-M ilitary Services Reliability Group has released
a tri-service reliability definitions specification, has a
tri-service reli ab ility ma nagement specification in coordination with industry, and reports progress in unifying

other tri-serv ice reli ability specifications.
FLIGHT OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

The Flight Operations Committee was established to
provide a concerted effort on the part of the manufacturers to diminish the collision potenti al between flight
test aircraf t and other airspace users, a_nd to act as a
group for the industry on other m atters pertaining to
flight operations . It is composed of the chief test pilots
or directors of operations for some thirt y manufacturing
compa nies . The Committee is further subdivided into
five region al subcommittees, the areas of which coincide
with the five FAA regional boundaries. The manufacturers operating problems can thus be effectively coordinated with the FAA on both a nation al a nd regional
level.
During the past several years the FAA and AlA have
been coordin ating on a daily basis to insure th at flight
test operations can be continued, without undue restrictions , in the safest possible m anner. This presents a
somew hat complex problem in most areas , particularly
where the FAA is implementing its positive control
environment, and special arrangements must be worked
o ut to provide for flight tests , since ours is a different
type of flying which presents innumerable scheduling,
communications and flight pl a nning problems.
Flight testing has not been generally understood by
other av iation interests. Hence , the FAA/AlA daily
rel ationship , through the Committee's secretary, has on
numerous occasions averted implementation of regulations and procedures which would have completely

halted flight testing in some instances and added
con siderable costs in others.
There are a number of other areas in which this
Committee particip ates. For example , it has ass isted
the FAA in establishing noise abatement procedures.
Through the staff it is active in the N ational Aircraft
Noise Abatement Council's Technical Committee and
the Flight Safety Found ation's Aviation Crash Injury
Research Committee.
The Fight Operations Committee recentl y established
a Safet y Panel , composed of safety experts from the
various manufacturers. The panel is concerned with
ae rosp ace systems safety.
Other areas of concern to the Fight Operations Committee , which have been established as active projects,
are (a) increased milit ar y participation in contractor
development and flight test programs, ( b) a contractor
pilot training program , ( c) the integration of industry
pilot knowledge (and possibl y personnel) into space
programs , (d) the utilization by contractor pilots of
military aircraft and related military regulations, and
(e) FAA certification of civil aircraft insofar as perform ance is concerned.
MANUFACTURING COMMITTEE

Comprised of top level m anufac turing executives
representing thirty-eight member companies, this main
Committee continues to administer broad policy problems rel ating to manufacturing research and development, manufacturing equipment , conservation , produc·tion testing, tooling and methods, processes and other

A vital forging in an aircraft fuselage undergoes 350 dimension check s as part of th e quality contro l procedures. In addition , the forgin g
receives dye -penetrant , ultra -viol et and ultra -sonic inspection s. Quality co ntrol sta nd a rd s in the aerospace indu stry are th e high est i n
U. S. manufacturing industries.
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factory type operations. During the past 14 months in
addition to directing the efforts of its five working
committees, the MC has provided through the APT
Management Council, guidance to Armour Research
Foundation in the management and technical direction
of the APT Long Range Program. The Committee
through the next year will continue to direct the efforts
of its working groups toward modernized manufacturing
capability in pace with the rapidly advancing state-ofthe-art in the aerospace field. The committee will also
increase support of the Association's efforts to accomplish improved communications with DOD, the military
services and NASA in areas of scientific advancement
which necessitate improved or unique new manufacturing and production concepts.
AEROSPACE MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
COMMITTEE

Composed of a national membership of manufacturing engineering divisional heads representing fortyeight member companies and divisions, the AMEC is
charged with the responsibility of ensuring, through
effective research and development and other programs,
a capability pacing the manufacturing state-of-the-art in
the aerospace field. This Committee represents all aspects
of the industry including spacecraft, aircraft, missile,
propulsion, and accessory and equipment manufacturers,
and meets jointly at least three times a year.
The AMEC membership, assisted by the specialists on
their staffs, is working in support of their twenty-five
currently active projects. These each represent major
manufacturing requirements and are initiated to solve
problems affecting manufacturing methods, tools, techniques, and operating systems in usc or anticipated.
Seven such projects were completed during 1962, giving
valuable direction to all member companies represented.
Significant activities of the AM EC during 1962
included directing the work of the AMEC/N umerical
Panel, which is concerned with the application of numerical control as explained immediately following this
section, assisting in accomplishing the transfer of the
APT Long-Range Program to the Armour Research
Foundation, and th!! establishment of specialist groups
within the Committee to achieve a more effective and
responsive resolution to the myriad manufacturing
problems facing the industry.
This Committee maintains liaison or initiates contact
with military agencies, NASA, the Military Advisory
Board of the National Academy of Sciences, and other
organizations influencing scientific or technological
progress which will ultimately be reflected in aerospace
manufacturing requirements. Such liaison has enhanced
the industry's position in determining how best to allocate corporate manufacturing research and development
funding through the collectibn of intelligence of other
industry and Government-sponsored projects. This has
materially reduced the possibility of costly duplicated
effort predicated on less knowledgeable direction.
New projects initiated hy the Committee during the
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past year include several studies to assess current stateof-the-art and project manufacturing research and development requirements in the field of electronics manufacturing, materials joining, material removal, and material forming. Typical examples arc projects on elevated
temperature forming, high-energy or pressure forming
app>lications, fusion and resistance welding, diffusion
bonding, ultrasonic metallic plating, sub-zero forming,
advanced mechanical fastening techniques. and resolutions of end-milling problems with Class IV numerically
controlled machines. Other projects involve the Committee in coordination within AlA and with other associations on the DOD/Electronics Specifications Uniformity Program and, where necessary, in reviewing
Government specifications to screen out requirements
leading to excessive manufacturing costs.
The goals of the AMEC in the forthcoming yearin continuing work of their projects, searching out specifications and attempting to guide action on those offering opportunities to reduce costs or avoid duplication,
aiding the accomplishment of the ultimate goals of the
APT project, continuing to encourage interchange of
information between members- all will be aimed at
accomplishing the Committee responsibility of satisfying
the anticipated manufacturing requirements of the
aerospace industry.
AMEC/ Numerical Panel

Operating since November 1960 under the Aerospace
Manufacturing Engineering Committee, the Numerical
Panel has concentrated over the past year in the broad
areas of numerical control with specific emphasis on:
( 1) new areas of NC application, (2) promoting efficiency and reduced costs. ( 3) developing improved
standards and operating capability through coordination with machinery and control manufacturers and
other trade associations otnd professional societies, ( 4)
continuing support of the technical composition and
schedule of the APT Long Range Program now under
the cognizance of Armour Research Foundation.
Continuing into the seventh year of AlA's program
in numerical control technology for manufacturing, the
application of numerical control to advanced types _of
manufacturing equipment and processes are under mvestigation, such as electrical machining, automatic lofting and drafting and automatic test and inspection.
Work is continuing on a project which will establish
criteria for optimum selection of parts and tooling to
be machined by numerical control. A parallel investigation is dealing with the definition of tooling and fixture
problems associated with continuous path and point-t~
point machines. The findings arc to be documented m
handbook form for use throughout industry.
A substantial effort continues in the development and
promulgation of standards related to the use and performance of numerical control systems, machines,
methods and processes. Typical of these are the recently
published revisions to NAS 938, dealing with machine

axis and motion nomenclature , and state-of-the-art
changes reflected in NAS 943- interchangeable perforated tape standards of variable block format for positionin g a nd straight cut numericall y controlled equipm e nt . Ready for publication is a rel ated ne w control
media standard covering perforated tape of variable
block format for contouring a nd contouring/positioning
N C equipment. Cooperative development a nd use of
these sta nd a rd s by m ac hin e tool and control manufacurers, and a large segment of using industry, has substantially improved the overall understanding of machine configurations , characteristics and performance
capabilities by user and manufacturer alike.
Other projects are investigating cutter problems for
Class 111 and Class IV equipment and performance
specifications for tool holders and sensing systems for
num e rica ll y controll ed a utom a tic tool changing devices.
The latter effort holds promise of reducing the highcost tooling inventory now required for each NC machine of the automatic tool change type. Continued
coordination with other associations has provided the

vehicle for exchange of technical viewpoints and the
development of compatible standards.
The Numerical Panel has continued to function as
a vehicle of communication with cognizant military
agencies in a ll facets of the num erical control field.
Forecasts of requirements for resea rch and development
in numerical manufacturing have resulted in continued
funding by th e Air Force of num eric al control h a rdware
and research in adva nced so ft wa re sys tems for NC
da ta process ing.
Perhaps the most important activity of the NP over
the past year has been the technical support of Armour
Research Foundation 's APT Long Range Program
(ALRP) both in validation of the APT III system
developed by AlA during 1961 and definition of the
further development work required to advance the system capability consistent w ith sta te-of-the-art changes
in machining technolog y. Through its Technical Advisory Project (TAP) and the APT Management Council, an effective communication link is maintained
between the more than 35 AIA and non-AJA com-

The aerospace industry 11as the largest percentage of its scientists
and engineers engaged in research and development of any major
industry. The National Science Foundation states that 63 per cent of
the engineers and scientists in the aerospace industry are assigned
to R & D. This compares with substantially lower percentages in
other major industries.
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panies participating In ALRP and the working level
technici a ns engaged in applicatio n, testing and refinement of the APT JII system . A sig nific ant effort will
cont inu e during 1963 as the number of users of APT
III increases in the aerospace and alli ed indu stries. During 1963 , the NP will also stud y the fe asibility of integr ating software systems to execute basic fu nctions from
design inception through manufacturing and functional
test.
MANUFACTURING CONSERVATION COMMITTEE

This activity, believed to have no counterpart outside
of the aerospace indu stry, concerns itself with the most
effective and economic al utilization a nd handling of
the m ateriel elements of production a nd production support. In addition , it is responsible to th e M anufacturing
Committee for keeping ab reas t of contract requirements
affecting its area of activity and making approp riate
recommendations concerning such requirements . Conservation coordin ators of forty member companies
constitute th e membershi p of the Comm ittee.
There were no significant ch anges in contract requirements or repo rts required on conservation during the
year. However, the Mi litary Services were active in
soli c itin g compreh ensive in formal reports on cost reductions accomplished in the overall operations of mem.ber
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companies. The Committee, accordingly, kept its pare nt committee informed of the impact of such actions
on conservation operations.
The M CC divided its basic exchange of information
operations into two broad categories for proper emphasis: ( 1) continuing activities a nd (2) active projects.
The Committee concentrated on measurement of results
obtained from its continuing activities- exchange of
" handouts" at se mi-an nu al committee meetings and distribution of compilations of answers to requests for
information . In measuring their effectiveness, specific
sav ings such as $18,000 and $8,000 were reported by
individual compa nies. Active projects were scree ned
carefull y a nd a series of new active projects were originated . An example of the type of projects contemplated is the conserv ation of used magnetic tapes which
norm all y cost about $200 a roll . Through collective
action, the Committee believes it can find an economical
mea ns of reh abili tat ing such tapes for re-use. Other
new active projects authorized for the coming year are
as follows :
-Waste Control a nd Reclamation of P aint and Other
Finishes
-Reclamation and Waste Disposal of Liquid
Chemic al Waste
-Conservation of Elements of Plastic M aterials

MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT COMMITTEE

The determination of manufacturing equipment requirements necessary to translate engineering designs
into finished aerospace products , and their interpretation into definitive N AS equipment specifications, is the
primary function of this Committee. Its thirty-nine
members, representing the major manufacturers of aircraft, missiles, spacecraft, accessories and equipment,
and pow.erplants, during 1962 have cooperatively engaged in the execution of fifteen projects to define performance requirements for advanced fabricating, processing, and allied machinery and systems. This difficult and
essential task is undertaken by the heads of each plant's
equipment engineering department who meet three times
each year to determine collectively and act on manufacturing equipment problems facing the industry in
producing today's and tomorrow's aerospace products.
This has been a period of intense activity for the
MEC in attempting to fulfill this responsibility. Two
major activities are particularly worthy of mention:
( I) the establishment of a Welding Equipment Panel,
and (2) agreement to furnish the Air Force with Industry (NAS) specifications for several different types of
numerically controlled equipment to be utilized by
USAF in their Industri al Facilities Modernization
Program.

The Welding Equipment Panel was established as it
became increasingly apparent that welding requirements
and welding equipment did not completely mesh. Consequently, a panel of welding equipment experts was
formed with ten projects assigned to develop specifications for mechanized and manual resistance, fusion
and electron beam equipment. This group is expected
to make great strides toward providing performance
requirements , standardization, and interchangeability of
welding equipment used by our industry.
A maximum effort to provide specifications in support of the USAF Modernization Program was initiated
in May at the specific request of the Air Force. Following a review of the request against member companies' requirements , 'agreement by the Committee, and
approval for support of this task from the Manufacturing Committee, a target span of six months was
established for the completion of this series of specifications, the equivalent of two years of normal Committee effort. Such a program was deemed justifiable in
light of significant savings attributable to numerically
controlled equipment, the urgent need for modernization of aging USAF-owned production facilities , and
the increasing complexity and tolerance limitations
required of today's products. This series of specifications are in various degrees of completion at this time
and include numerically controlled thin wall tube benders , inspection equipment, drafting line plotters, vertical
turret lathes, turret lathes , engine lathes , jig borers , drilling machines, and combination milling, boring, and
drilling machines.
Other projects under development by the MEC
include : specifications for printed circuit manufacturing
and assembly equipment, shear forming equipment, hot
forming presses , milling cutter grinders, and ceramic
process ing equipment. Additionally, a joint effort with
the machine tool builders is under way to explore the
feasibi lity of defining m achine tool accuracy requirements- an area where lack of a common interpretation
has been costly.
Among the twelve projects completed during 1962
were five NAS specifications, NAS 951 "Numerically
Controlled E lectrical Wire Processing Machine"; NAS
952 " Numerically Controlled Filament Winding Machine"; NAS 953 " Numerical Control System"; NAS
954 " Numerically Controlled Boring Mills"; and a complete revision of N AS 9 10 "Horizontal Boring, Drilling,
and Milling Machine." To ensure that all such NAS
specifications reflect a coalesce nce of aerospace industry
requirements with equipment producer capabilities, they
are coordinated prior to nation al publication with affected equipment builders, military agencies, and interested
trade associations. Close coordination is also maintained
with several other AlA committees and outside agenc ies,
including the military and NASA , to ensure a composite
reflection of scientific and technological advances of
importance to the industry in the resultant equipment
specification.
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The forthcoming year will be one of continuing this
effort to provide realistic equipment requirements for
the industry .
MANUFACTURING TEST

EQUIPMENT COMMITTEE

Definition of the elements of the factory testing dollar
is the theme of a m ajor effort on the part of forty-five
members of the Manufacturing Test Equipment Committee who represent the airc raft , missile and space
vehicle manufacturers of AlA . Product testing and
check -out comprise as much as one-fourth of the total
manufacturing cost of a n end item .
MTEC has reoriented its effort in order to strike
a proper balance between test equipment, documentation
and personnel skill to produce the most economical
approach to product testing. Should test equipment be
automatic or manual ? Should documented procedures
be lengthy and detailed step-by-step for an unskilled
operator, or ca n they be simple , addressed to a skilled
technician with a background in the necessary techniques? These questions form the basis on which MTEC
will evaluate projects . 1n further support of obtaining
an adequate test system commensurate with low cost, a
panel on value analysis has been formed with the objective of applying value analysis principles to MTEC
projects , as well as test equipment and procedures .
MTEC recently completed a study of filter requirements for hydraulic system a pplications. Difficulty has
been experienced by suppliers and users · in verifying
ratings of filter elements , a nd steps have been taken to
develop more acc urate verification procedures. Another
stu d y completed during the past year determined the
extent of th e use of automatic test equipment and the
need for further sta nd ard iza tion a nd reduction of equipment cost to meet eco nomic goals. As a result of this
stud y, a current project is in vestigating sta ndardization

Advanced packaging techniques for an important assembly yielded savings of
$35 ,000 in the first year, and
estimated savings of $50,000
for s ubsequent years. The
aerospace
industry seeks
new, less cost ly methods in
every phase of its operation.
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of tapes a nd codes for programming automatic test
equipment. Experience gained in this field by AlA in
the APT program is expected to be utilized.
Another current MTEC project is inves tigating the
impact which the current miniaturization trend in electronic components will have on test equipment both on
design of test equipment itself and the new techniques
necessary to test products utilizing micromini aturization
and modular design. Other current projects are developing procedures for high potential test (with EESC) and
wire harness testing. Documentation of in-plant test
equipment and procedures, and the use of ground support equipment for factory check-out are also receiving
the full attention of this Committee.
· In support of other AlA committee activity, MTEC
maintains li a ison in areas of common interest , such as
calibrat ion and measurement , hydraulic fluid and parts
contamination, and printed circuit boards. The Committee also contributed a substantial portion of the
section on ;Testing" in the 1962 issue of the "Aerospace
Technical Forecast."
PRESERVATION AND PACKAGING COMMITTEE

The Preserv ation and Packaging Committee gathers
from member companies and coordin ates into unified
recommendations the industry's opinion on specifications
a nd related documents which set forth the requirements
for preservation , packaging, and marking of defense
equipment. Such actions normally are responsive to
requests from the Department of Defense and the military services. Further, the Committee serves to facilitate cooperative eflort among member companies on
common packaging problems. The PPC is comprised of
sixty-one members representing thirty-four companies.
During the year 1962 the Committee performed
major eflorts in the following areas:

- Reviewed and coordinated m any new and revised
military documents wherein packag ing requirements we re included ;
- P articipated in coordin ation meetings with various
military age ncies in an effort to establi sh a standard
pack ag ing d ata system comp atible to both the
military a nd indu stry;
-Coord in ated and met w ith va rio us military agencies
in a n effort to resolve th e lon g-standing problem
o f rea listic pack age vibra tio n test requirements;
- Ca rri ed out in conjunction with the A ir Force
Packagi ng Laboratory an effort to identify significa nt , future problems re lating to packaging as they
mi ght res ult from space exploratio n;
- D eveloped a program for stand ardization of packag ing of incoming m ateri als to redu ce costs and at
th e sa me tim e reduce da mage in transit and later
in -p lant ha ndlin g.
MATERIALS PROCUREMENT COMMITTEE

Th e ae ros pac e i ndu stry , w h ic h d es i g ns, deve lo ps and prod uces
huge wea po n syst e m s, mu st acco m p li sh it s assig nments with prec isio n . Fo r exampl e, if t e mpe rature m eas ure m e nts have a o ne
pe r ce nt e rror at 3,500 degrees Fa hre nh e it , th e we i g ht o f th e mi ssil e w ill in c rease by 12,500 po un ds d ue t o t he in c reas ed we ig ht of
th e hea t shi e ld and addition a l fu e l. In addi ti o n , the u se now of a
new st a nd a rd o f le n gth , t he wave lengt h of kry pto n 86, ca n g ive
m eas u re m e nt s accurate t o one part i n 100 mill io n .

Most of the activity o f the Materials Procurement
Comm ittee during the yea r stemm ed from the growing
interest of Co ngress and the G ove rnment buying age ncies in the m anage ment of the subcontract function .
O ve r ha lf of the prime co ntract doll ars in the ae rospace
fi eld are administered by th e m ateri al d irectors of the
A lA member comp ani es who co mprise the M PC.
As a res ult o f the passage of the Proxmire Bill , the
sm all b usiness program originally co nducted by the
Departme nt of Defense o n a voluntary bas is became
a statutory requirement. Some of the new r equirements
im posed upon industry as a result of this action were
inco mpati ble with industry practices. The M PC, workin g with the cog ni za nt Gove rnment age ncies, succeeded
in obta in ing postponem ent of the implementati on of
the de finiti o ns a nd regul ati ons involved. Sin ce th at tim e,
negoti atio ns have bee n held with th e Small Business
Administra ti o n a nd th e D epartm ent of Defense to
develop reg ul ations still meeting the statutory requirements but whi ch can be admin istered by industry without undu e d ifficulty and unnecessary cost.
MPC was also able to forestall the adoption of the
burdensome reporting system under N ASA contracts
whi ch involved collectio n and submiss io n of statistics
o n the geographic al d is tribution of all p rocurements.
Through meetin gs with the Bureau of the Budge t and
N ASA , a report from a few selec ted comp anies on a
probati onary eightee n-mo nth bas is was substituted.
The MPC wo rk ed cl osely with th e Pres id ent's Committee o n Equ al E mploym ent Opportunity, the Bureau
of th e Budget, and oth er associ atio ns in a success ful
effort to strea mline the Compli ance Report Program .
As a result o f these efforts, the min imum doll ar limits
for com pli ance reporting were raised f rom $ 10,000 to
$50,000, cont racto rs a nd subcont rac tors with fewe r than
fifty employees were excluded from the reporting requirements, and the " com bin ati on of subco nt rac ts" provisio n which wo uld have created an intolerable burd en

fo r prim e contrac to rs was elim inated.
Co nside rable effort was expe nded toward developing
an indu stry policy with r espect to sole source procurement. While furth er wo rk is yet to be done , the activity
to date has bro ught the members of the associ ation and
key age ncies of the Government closer together on this
controve rsial subject.
The significa nce to the m ater iel f unctio n of the project
fo rm of organi zatio n was studied by M PC and the work
will be co ntinu ed d uring the coming yea r.
In keep ing w ith the Comm ittee's efforts to pro mote
mutu al understandin g between in d ustr y and the Government in th eir problems areas, a number of key
governm ent and milit ary personn el we re invited and
attend ed the MPC meetings to d iscuss the issues at h and.
The Committee initi ated a program in conjunctio n
with the cog nizant office of the D epartment of D efense
to ass ist in ass uring that all ava il ab le a nd qualified
sources in the labor surplus areas are give n the opportunity of participatin g in defe nse wo rk. The program
will be fin alized an d p ut into effec t o n a voluntary bas is
durin g the las t qu ar ter of this year.
M PC, in co njunctio n with the Man ufac turin g Co mmittee and the P roc urement a nd F ina nce Co mmittee,
has wo rked with the DOD and mili ta ry age ncies in
tryi ng to arri ve at a uni fo rm interpretatio n of " Makeor-Bu y" reg ul ati o ns. Ou r efforts in thi s rega rd have
helped bring abo ut a complete rev iew by the A ir Force
during the fo urth qu a rter of this year.
Membe rs of the M PC have wo rked w ith other A l A
co mmittees and the A ir Fo rce in bringing abo ut a better
understanding and a wo rk able prog ram o n compe titi ve
procurement of spa res.
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PROPULSION TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

The Propulsion Technical Committee is a main committee composed of executives generally at the Vice
President or Director of Engineering level of companies
engaged in research , development and production of
engines or rockets of their own design for the propulsion of aircraft, spacecraft and guided missiles.
The trend of PTC activities in the past year has
continued toward the delegation of more responsibilities
to its working level committ ees insofar as detailed engineering matters are concerned. The PTC has continued
to collaborate with other main committees of AlA on
subjects of an engineering management nature. The
Committee maintains contact with officials of DOD,
NASA and other Government activities where propulsion items receive major consideration.
Engine Committee

The Engine Committee is composed of members
generally at the Chief Engineer level from companies
engaged in the design , development and production of
air-breathing engines for military or civil use. ·Aside
from activities of its panels which have dealt with
specialized projects , the Engine Committee has, for the
past year, met onl y in collaboration with members from
the Propeller and Rocket Committees which are also
working committees of the PTC. Major items of importance acted upon by these combined groups include a
new proposed ANA Bulletin for the preparation and
submittal of engineering change procedures. Also reviewed were the Air Force and Navy documents MCP
71-77 and WR-12 respectively , which cover engineering data to be furnished on contracts. The subjects of
reliability, m aintainability a nd safety have ail received
detailed attention.
The primary activity of air-breathing engine manufacturers during the past year has been the preparation
of a revision to the M I L-E-8593 se.ries turboprop engine
specifications, wh ich have been proposed to include
requirements for turboshaft applications also . The Turbine and Jet Eng ine Requirements Panel of the Engine
Committee has met on several occasions to review the
specifications , and has also met with representatives
from the Powerpl ant Install ation Committee for a
consolidation of recommendations.
Recommended revisions to the M IL-E-5007 series
turbojet engine specification s forwarded to the government in 1960, are still pendin g.
The Engine Committee, in collaboration with the
Propeller and Rocket Committees , has continued to
provide direction for sta ndardization of propulsion
ut ility parts, materi als a nd design sta nd ard s produced
by th e Soci ety o f Automotive Engin eers.
Propeller Committee

Represe ntati ves of the propeller m anufacturers have
met with government re presentati ves to review proposed,
upd ated specification s on propellers , which are expected
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The increasing amount of research and development necessary for
aerospace firms to remain competitive is evident in statisti_cs compiled by Government agencies . In 1953, the aerospace industry
accounted for 5 per cent of all industry-financed research and
d.e velopment; in 1956, it amounted to 8 per cent. In 1960, the aerospace industry paid for 10 per cent of all research and development done by all industries, and the trend is up for later years.

to be released by 1963.
Rocket Committee

Rocket Committee membership in both the Liquid
and Solid Propellant Divisions, is at the Chief Engineer
level. As in the past, members of these committees have
met with those of the Engine and Propeller Committees
where their interests coincide. The productive results
are best exemplified by activities of panels and project
groups assigned to deal with specific subjects.
Early in the year, a project group was established
by the Liquid Propellant Division, to meet with an Air
Force group from the Rocket Research Laboratory,
Edwards Air Force Base, to study the need for revising
the MlL-E-5149 series liquid propellant rocket engine
specificat ions . As a result of this meeting, a nd a request
by Air Force representatives that the Rocket Committee
prepare the draft of a revision to the rocket engine
specifications, the project group has been authorized to
proceed in this direction . Work accompli shed by the
project group is to be coordinated with NASA and the
Army as well as with the Air Force, and is expected to
consume approximately one year.
The Accessory Components Panel of the Liquid Propellant Division is currently making a study of environmental effects on rocket engine components used in
space applications , at the same time continuing its preparation and issuance of general specifications for specific
components. Several of the earlier specifications have
been updated and revisions issued . As new proposals
become available, forums are held with vendor's representatives for discussion prior to issuance. Copies of
these general component specifications have been furnished to the Rocket Research Laboratory at Edwards
for information in connection with a specification being
prepared for similar components for use in missile and
space systems applications .
The Propellants P anel has renewed its activities and
has proposed to the Liquid Propellant Information
Agency that the pa nel be used by LPJA as a contact
point through which the opinions of users of propellants

can he expressed with respect to propellant properties
and characteristics.
A new Solid Propellant Safety Panel was established
for a review and assessment of safety measures to be
taken in the manufacture and handling of solid propellants. This group will make available to all participants,
the reports of hazardous incidents, steps taken to prevent their recurrence, and will further speak for the
solid propellant industry in all matters pertaining to
safety as related to solid propellants.
The draft of a specification for Liquid Propulsion
Systems Installations, as prepared by the Rocket Committee in 1958 has been furnished to the Air Force as
a guide for a similar specification which is currently
under preparation. The new specification, when completed, will be submitted to both the rocket and missile
manufacturers for comments.
QUALITY CONTROL COMMITTEE

The growing number and soaring costs of quality
requirements for aerospace products have made the
activities of the Quality Control Committee an economic
necessity. This group of quality/reliability directors,
drawn from the forty-five member companies most involved in this country's space conquest program, provides through exchange of noncompetitive information,
vigilance, guidance, and eleventh-hour information to
member companies entering into contracts which specify
-~my of the many new sophisticated quality provisions.
The Committee maintains liaison panels to the DOD,
Military Services, FAA and NASA. These serve not
only the national interest by reviewing and offering
informal constructive criticism on quality /reliability
specifications prior to their official release, but also, these
panels provide the Quality Control Committee's inprogress projects with latest Government thinking and
trends.
The project activities of the Quality Control Committee fall into four main categories:
I. Formulating unified industry recommendations on
Government quality and reliability policy directive
and specifications;
2. Locating and evaluating new and improved quality control methods and techniques, publishing
definitive findings.
3. Aiding advancement of state-of-the-art in those
areas which affect the quality and reliability of
our product;
4. Joint participation with other AlA technical committees where quality control viewpoint or involvement is important.
Examples of some current projects of the Quality
Control Committee are ( I) the in-depth analysis of
government specifications dealing with quality control
systems and maintainability and reliability of aerospace
equipment to recommend procedures that all contribute
to reducing costs of logistics, spares, improvement of
low availability, and lessening malfunctions; ( 2) the
development of recommendations for up-dating the

quality assurance provisions of MIL-T-9046C "Titanium
and Titanium Alloys"; ( 3) review of a proposed military specification governing selection, provision, and
maintenance of inspection equipment; ( 4) investigating
new quality control techniques to determine internal
flaws in aluminum alloys for space vehicles so that
greater forces can be withstood, weight reduced and
fuel conserved: (5) holding measurement research conferences which bring together measurement engineers
with experts from the National Bureau of Standards to
attack space age measurement problems; and (6) the
Quality Control Reference Systems Study, a project
done every two years and results distributed to QCC
members with copies made available to military services
who find this unique publication a valuable reference.
An annually successful activity of this Committee is
the Joint Industry-Government session held at annual
meetings. This event has proven to be most productive
in gaining mutual understanding of common problems
and indicating avenues for their solution.
JOINT DRAFTING PRACTICES PANEL

The four -Drafting Practices Panels (airframe, propulsion, accessory and electronics) have continued to
review new or proposed revisions to documents covering
the various aspects of drawings, microfilm, data lists,
and related subjects. Creation of the Defense Supply
Agency by the Secretary of Defense, and the necessary
realignment of standardization activities formerly handled by the Armed Forces Supply Support Center, have
somewhat de-emphasized the attention given to these
subjects, although the military services' individual requirements for drawings and data have not reflected a
similar de-emphasis. Pending a reactivation of interest
in the form of a proposed revision to the MIL-D-70327
drafting specification, a study is being conducted of
various kinds of engineering data currently being furnished by aerospace manufacturers in the performance
of their contracts. The purpose of this survey is to
ascertain, if possible, whether there are areas in which
reductions in the amount of data can be made, which
would show significant savings to the Government without impairing the Government's needs. One yardstick
which may be used in this connection, will be a comparison of data furnished to the military versus that
furnished to civil operators of similar equipment; the
amount and kind of data furnished, versus the type of
operation and logistics.
The drafting panels have made specific recommendations to the Government with respect to a number
of microfilm documents, and government agencies involved are understood to have accepted the majority of
the AlA recommendations.
AlA recommendations with respect to sizes and formats of drawings, if adopted by the Government, will
effect a substantial savings (approximately two million
dollars) by avoiding the necessity of printing new
drawings forms.
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The logistical management of aerospace materials,
equipment and products flowing in and out of plant
facilities has assumed significant proportions in corporate planning. Traffic Departments of our member
companies, with increasing frequency, are participating
throughout all stage of company programs from research
and development, through design, engineering and production to final delivery. Traffic managers are contributing to a great extent in the accomplishment of
overall reductions in total production costs.
Primary emphasis by Traffic Service during I 962 was
.placed on the establishment of policies, programs and
procedures which will result in reductions in total production costs for AlA members. This concerted and
cooperative effort by AlA Traffic Committees has met
with marked success.
The Traffic Committees of AlA provide traffic managers of member companies a unique opportunity to
contribute to these overall programs. Attendance at
meetings of the Traffic Committees permits company
traffic managers to meet with their counterparts from
other companies and the mi.litary departments ~. nd to
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obtain the benefit of a broad base of experience of others
engaged in the same field of endeavor. A considerable
amount of trial and error is thus avoided. This is especially important in this period of new and improved
products with accompanying problems and challenges
which are being met for the first time in this or any
other industry.
Membership on the AlA Eastern and Western Traffic
Committees is determined by the geographical location
of plants of members. Each committee meets twice
yearly. An annual joint meeting of the two committees
is also scheduled. Additionally, special meetings of the
committees and working groups thereof are convened
as required. By invitation, representatives of the Defense
Traffic Management Service and traffic representatives
of the military departments attend all meetings of the
Traffic Committees. Contact between members throughout the year is maintained by issuance of Traffic Bulletins which emanate from AlA Traffic Service at Washington. Through these bulletins, members are kept apprised of all developments in the traffic, transportation,
regulatory and congressional fields. Two hundred such
bulletins were issued in 1962.
Marking as it did the fifth anniversary year of the
advent of the Space Age, 1962 afforded Traffic Committees an opportunity to review progress to date, to benefit
from the accumulated experience of its members and to
formulate programs for the future benefit of the aerospace industry and the customers for its products,
primarily the federal government.
Industry-Military Traffic Control

Throughout the past several years no single activity
of Traffic Service has received more emphasis than that
which concerns the respective and sometimes conflicting
responsibility of aerospace traffic managers and the
traffic organizations of the military departments. Aerospace traffic management begins at the earliest stage of
research and development. In many cases it begins at
the time a company prepares a proposal in response to
an invitation to bid on a particular contract. The elapsed
time from the preparation of an initial bid proposal for
a particular weapon system to actual production of some
of the components for that system may be several years.
Industrial traffic departments are team participants
throughout that entire period. They provide not only
transportation capability data in the early stages of
design and development but also coordinate their activity with carriers so as to develop actual movement plans
and the costs thereof. These same data must be worked
up for a multitude of potential subcontractors numbering in the thousands. Transportation plans, then, are
based on costs, service, facilities, and routings which the
industrial tratlic manager has developed far in advance
of the actual award of basic contracts. The final bid to
the customer and the ultimate cost of a system reflects
all of the traffic and transportation pre-planning which
has been undertaken and accomplished prior to that
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time.
Following the award of contracts, certain responsibilities for providing managerial guidance and procedural policy is vested in the traffic management organizations of the military departments. The measure of
success in meeting target goals of cost and production
arc dependent upon the extent to which the two areas
of traffic management responsibility, industrial and military, are properly integrated and exercised. Accordingly,
the activities of those concerned with traffic, both government and industry, cannot be compartmentalized.
The result would be costly and be overlapping and duplicative. The efforts and activities of all parties must be
closely coordinated. Cost estimates developed by indust.rial traffic managers in pre-planning contracts can be
made worthless if the plans upon which they arc based
are not followed through. A breakdown in service and
production lines can also result.
There has, in the past, been a decided diffusion of
control in the military traflic management area, both
policy and operational, because of the existence of a
multitude of splinter military procurement traffic management offices, each apparently autonomous and seldom accountable to either one or a limited number of
headquarters policy offices. This has subjected industrial traffic managers to a maze of costly, duplicative
and unnecessary controls. Target goals for both cost
and production have been disrupted. The Government
has been denied the benefits which could otherwise be
obtained by taking full advantage of the time and effort
which aerospace traffic managers Jevotc to pre-planning
the traffic anJ transportation phases of contracts.
Recognizing the detrimental effect of this situation.
this past year, the Air Force in close cooperation with
AlA Traffic Committees inauguratcJ a traffic management control program. The program is Jesigncd to take
full auvantage of the capabilities of inuustrial traffic
managers. It is a continuing program and is being
reviewed periouically by Government and aerospace
traffic managers at regular meetings of AIA Traffic
Committees. Although numerous problems in this area
arc still unresolved, the coordinated program thus inaugurateJ this past year provides a means of isolating
trouble spots and working out solutions. It will reduce
the overall cost of aerospace products.
Transportability Programs

Transportation has become one of the major limiting
factors in the Jesign and construction of space vehicles.
The capability of the national transportation system
cannot in and of itself be relied upon to proviuc solutions to the various transportability problems which
arise in connection with the movement of aerospace
products. This is true with respect to all of the products of the industry- aircraft, missiles, rockets, space
vehicles, anJ the various components of each. Traffic
departments, with their spccializeJ know-how, arc making real contributions not only during the design stage
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of products but a ~so in conn~ction with the development
of equipment which IS reqUired to transport final products from point of m a nufacture to point of use or
asse mbl y. In some cases the transportation limitations
require entire plants .t~ be relocated on the basis of
transportation cap.abliities. The success of many programs, therefore, IS dependent to a· large extent on the
expertise of traffic managers.
Traffic Service through its traffic Committees contributed in thi s a re ~ by in auguration of a program
among members to Interch ange ideas and experiences.
During the past year, at meetings of the Traffic Committees , individu al members and military representatives
have presented re views of various transportability problems they have encountered a nd programs which have
been desi gned to overcome them. This eliminates much
tri al and error for those members who are presented
with similar problems for the first time. This is a
mutually cooperati ve effort and has accomplished m aterial savings in time and money for both industry and
the federal government.
Transportation Litigation
Several court a nd Interstate Commerce Commission
proceedings in which the interest of AlA were represented by Traffic Service were either decided this past
yea r or were pending at the tirne of this report. In an
action by motor a nd rai l ca rriers to limit their li ab ility
for loss or damage to property to a m ax imum of $3.00
per pound , the ICC held in favor of AlA and denied
carri ers the aut horit y sought . In a nother proceeding the
ICC held in favor of AlA and ruled favorably on a
tariff rul e which wi ll require va n carriers to maintain
lower levels of r ates for consolidated shipments of
household goods. In a nother proceeding , the ICC ruled
aga inst AIA a nd curta il ed transportation of missiles and
spacecraft by two specia lized motor carriers whose
operat in g a uth o rit y is restricted to the transportation of
aircraft. C onsideration is being given to appea ling this
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decision to the Federal courts. During the past year the
Traffic Service also intervened in a proceeding before
the ICC to establish more reasonable rules a·nd practices applicable to motor van carriers of household
goods. Fin al decision is pending in this case.
On December 4, 1961 the U. S. Supreme Court
upheld the position ad vocated by Traffic Service before
the ICC and on appeal to the Federal District court.
At issue in the proceeding was the right of shippers to
have available the services of motor contract carriers
notwithstanding the existing availability of motor common carriers. Traffic Service argued for this right because of the requirement of AlA members on numerous
occasions for the. specialized type of transportation
service ava ilable only from motor contract carriers.
In addition, throughout the past year, Traffic Service
processed numerous informal matters before the ICC
and CAB with respect to rates , services and practices
of regulated carriers.
Air Cargo Studies
In a program initiated this past year, the AlA Traffic
Committees undertook to determine the extent to which
traffic charges and total production costs could be decreased by ado ption of a cooperative aerospace program to consolidate shipments of thous ands of vendors
from common a(eas of origin for movement by air.
This program is a two-pronged effort to increase the
use of air transportation and, at the same time, reduce
transportation costs. A pilot study was made of shipments originating from numerous vendors on the east
coast consigned to a limited number of aerospace plant
facilities on the west coast. The pilot study indicated
th at savings could be accompli shed by diverting shipments from surface to air, by consolidating shipments
from multiple origins to common destinations for movement by air , and by negotiating lower levels of ai r
carrier rates. This program will be continued in the
year ahead.

Household Goods By Air

AlA members annually spend in the neighborhood
of $15 million for the transportation of employees'
household goods. The Department of Defense bill for
this same service is upwards of S I 00 million, its largest
single item of transportation expense. The great ~a
jority of this traffic moves by highway motor- van carriers. 1962 saw a brcakthrouoh in the continuino efforts
of the AlA Tratlic Committ;es to develop an ;ffectivc
air service for this type of traffic. Several meetings were
held with air carriers and programs were de~eloped
which were designed to reduce costs and simplify arrangements for air movement. Usc of air enables companics to get personnel transferred and at work on a
new assignment with a minimum of disruption and
delay. The cost of extended per diem allowances for
meals and lodging while families await their household
go~ds is shortcnc_d by as much as a month, r~presenting
an Important savmgs to companies. Air freight rates for
specific movements of household goods h~;;,·e been rcd~ccd to the point where they arc at least competitive
With or lower than those of surface carriers. During
the past year one AlA member, for example, transferred
3_V1 mil_lion pounds of employees' household goods by
air service. The AlA Tratlic Committees will continue
their efforts to develop this service throuohout
the
c
coming year.
Traffic Educational Program

During this past year the AlA Traffic Committees
instituted a program to determine measures which could
be ta~en to. motivate, encourage, and possibly provide
financ~al assis~ance to college students majoring in transportation. With the aerospace industry placing greater
dependen~e on traffic I managerial competence plus the
tec~nological advances of industry and the need for
tramcd personnel to cope with them. there is an increasing demand for professionally-trained traffic personnel.
At the same time there. is a decline in the number of
transportation and traffic management courses offered at
colleges and universities and fewer numbers of students
are pursuing such courses. The success of many aerospace programs is dependent on how well traffic managers perform. The requirements of this dynamic industry do not allow sufficient time to devote years of
on-the-job training to develop a future generation of
aerospace ~raffic managers. Action on this program will
be emphasized and accelerated during the coming year.
Emergency Transportation Planning

In ~oopcration with the Office of Emergency Transpo~tation, Department of Commerce, a program for
action was established by Tratllc Service in 1962 to

develop emergency transportation requirements for the
aerospace industry under the provisions of Executive
Order No. I 0999. Four members of the AlA Traffic
Committees, together with the AlA Director of Trame
Service, were designated as a liaison team to coordinate
with the Commerce Department on this program.

Additional Activities of Traffic Service

On matters of broad industry interest and concern,
Traffic Service, following a determination by the Traffic
Committees, represents the interest of AlA members
before the numerous nationwide carriers tariff bureaus,
associations and committees. In this area of activity,
Traffic Service acts as an adjunct to the separate traffic
departments of members on those occasions where an
industry-wide approach can accomplish results not
obtainable from the independent action of individual
members.
During this past year Traffic Service processed a
proposal through the rail classification committees to
secure reductions in freight rates applicable to solid fuel
missile and rocket propellants. This adjustment in rates.
still pending as at the time of this report, will reduce
freight charges in amounts up to 501/c.
In an action before the motor classification committees. Trame Service joined with the Defense Traffic
i'vfanagement Service in seeking new schedules of rates
which will materially reduce shipping costs for missiles.
rockets and components. Final action on this proposal
is pending.
A concerted drive by AlA Traffic Committee members working through the facilities of Traffic Service,
during 1962. defeated an attempt by transcontinental
motor carriers to raise rates on missiles, rockets and
related parts. Had the carriers' efforts been successfuL
shipping costs for those commodities would have been
increased in some cases as much as 666%.
Following the filing of strong protests by Traffic
Service the nation's railroads in 1962, abandoned their
attempt to increase by 259C the freight rates on less
carload shipments on miscellaneous aluminum articles.
Traffic Service during this reporting period also
secured a modification in the tariffs of motor van carriers which reduced the charges on diverted shipment
by $1.50 per hundred pounds.
Traffic Service coordinated the efforts of AlA members in opposing an attempt hy motor carriers during
1962 to increase freight rates on extreme dimension
articles by 5W(. These increases would have severely
penalized out-sized articles being moved in connection
with the nation's missile and space programs. The
increase was defeated.
Motor carriers also attempted to increase freight rates
on airplane scats upwards of $100 each. For a modern
transport. this increase would raised production costs by
approximately $1.3,000 per aircraft. Action by Traffic
Service and committee members during the past year
defeated the proposal.
Action by Trame Service in 1962, similarly forestalled
a motor carrier proposal to assess charges on bulky
aerospace products on the basis of a fullv loaded truck
notwithstanding the fact that smaller Cl;nsi~nmcnts of
other shippers could also he loaded on the sar~1c vehicles.
In the case of aircraft, rocket and missile engines this
proposal. if successful. would have inllatcd charges by
as much as 507£ .
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The United States leads the world in general aviation
- which...is all civil flying excepting the airlines . It has
more airplanes, more pilots, and utilizes more airports
than any other country in the world. The active fleet
now exceeds 80,000 aircraft, about forty times more
aircraft than are operated by the natiOFl's airlines, and
this number will rise steadily over the next ten to tweAty
years.
The members of the Association's Utility Airplane
Council (UAC) are the nation's principal makers of
utility and executive aircraft and engines as are used in
the many fields of general aviation , and currently account for more than 90 per cent of the national production . Moreover, aircraft and engines of their manufaGture compose and power the great•bulk of the existing
active fleet of 80,000 gerneral aircraft.

directed to export markets. Though there is growing
competition from European aircraft makers, particularly
the British and French and also from the Soviet Bloc,
American-made generral aircraft are the standard of
comparison and comprise by far the largest percentage
of the aGtive general aircraft fleet throughout the Free
World . The Aerospace lndYstri11s Association's Export
Service activities are reported in detail elsewhere in this
report, but it is appropriate to record here the basic and
essential facts of the Utility Airplane Council members'
export activities. During 1961 , about 1600 aircraft
valued at $30 million (figured at manufacturers' net billing price) were exported by members of the Council.
1962 exports will number about I 500 aircraft (slightly
less than 196 I) but valued in excess of $29,000,000.
New Models Introduced

Sales Volume

During the year 1962, the industry will have delivered
a total of about 6,700 aircraft having a retail value
approximating $I 80,000,000. The dollar value of the
industry's sales has increased more than 5 times in the
past ten years, during which same period its unit sales
have more than doubled. The disparity between dollar
value and unit sales is because today's aircraft are
heavier, more powerful , and more fully instrumented as
compared to the average light aircraft of a decade ago.
Export Sales Efforts

Nor is the industry's sales effort confined to domestic
markets . Substantial and ever-growing attention is being

During 1962, members of the Utility Airplane Council continued to expand the number and vers atility of
models of aircraft offered to the public , and which
models cover the entiFe gamut from single-place aircraft
designed especially for agricultural purposes to new and
improved single- and twin-engined aircraft useful for
every variety of personal, executive, and iAdustrial
transportation.
Along with new aircraft mode1s have come substantial
powerplant improvements - turbo-supercharging, increased use of fuel injection , higher horsepower at
lighter weight, and longer time between overhauls, being
just some of these improvements. Active development is
also underway on new high performance turbine pow-
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ered executive aircraft for which deliveries will begin
late in 1963.
Radio and navigation equipments are also increasingly
versatile, and Utility Airplane Council members have
sparked such development both directly and by working
closely with specialty manufacturers. The typical small
aircraft now leaves the factory with quite extensive navcom equipment already installed as a integral part of
its structure. These equipments greatly simplify piloting
and bring substantial improvement to the utility, reliability, and safety of modern light aircraft for business
and personal use.
General Aviation Growth

Federal Aviation Agency statistics dramatically illustrate the relationship of general to other forms of aviation. During 1961 - 18,400,000 movements of an
itinerant nature (aircraft arrivals and departures in a
pattern of cross-country travel) were recorded at airports with FAA air traffic control service. Of these,
general aviation accounted for 9, I 00,000, air carrier
operations 7 ,000,000, with the balance being military
movements. Moreover, itinerant movements were recorded at only about 250 airports where the FAA
operates traffic control towers. General aviation flies
to and from more than six thousand airports while the
airlines provide service to less than six hundred. FAA
estimates such general aircraft itinerant movements will
increase to 12 million by 1967 while those of the air
carriers will increase only slightly to 7 ,900,000.
Annual flying hours are another measure of activity
and FAA estimates general aviation's hours will have
reached 13,300,000 by the end of this year (I 962).
Current airline annual hours are placed at 4,400,000,
about a third of the general aviation total. However,
FAA projects general aviation's annual flying will have
grown to sixteen and one-half million hours by 1967
while those of the airlines will remain essentially static.
Similarly, the active general aircraft fleet, now placed at
about 80,000 as compared to an airline fleet of about
2, 100. is expected to grow to 96,000 in the next five
years, during which same period airline fleet projections
estimate a static figure or a slight decline.
Industry Capital Expenditures and Self-Sufficiency

As the volume of business has increased, members
of the Utility Airplane Council have been able to invest
ever increasing amounts of their earnings in developmental and research activities to insure continuing progress and have lead the way in pioneering the exploration
of new areas of use. A substantial portion of industry
dollars invested in the future has been devoted to
strengthening and expanding sales organizations and in
developing new marketing techniques to further entrench
and prepare itself for the great growth yet to be attained, and for capital improvements to expand plant
capacity and to modernize machinery and equipment.
In these accomplishments, the industry has demonstrated
its ability to progress without benefit of Government
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sponsored research or direct assistance, and to obtain
the private financing necessary to meet its needs and
demands.
General Aviation Fleet Emergency Value

The general aviation fleet is widely dispersed throughout the nation. In times of emergency, such as would
result from a nuclear attack, because of this wide dispersion thousands of general aircraft would be unaffected by such a crisis and promptly available for essential transport service. With few exceptions, these aircraft
are well equipped with radio communication equipment
and, under emergency conditions, could operate from
streets, roads, and small open areas regardless of the
availability of normal airport runways. Thus, they could
fly over barriers which would have disrupted much of
the nation's surface transportation and large portions of
its airline fleet, which latter equipment would likely be
concentrated at major airports in cities which would be
the logical target areas for enemy action.
National Aviation Goals Task Force

During 1961, Federal Aviation Administrator Najeeb
Halaby at the request of the President, appointed a
Task Force on National Aviation goals, divided into
three principal areas of study. Project HORIZON was
concerned with U. S. Aviation policy objectives and
goals for the period 1961-1970; Project BEACON with
problems of air traflic management and recommendations to insure the safe and etlicient utilization of the
nation's airspace; and, Project TIGHTROPE with FAA
rulemaking and regulatory policy. As was reported last
year, the UAC staff and its members responded to
numerous informal inquiries from these Task Force
groups for data and views: and the UAC made formal
presentations to the task group. The UAC was also a
prime mover and. a participant in the preparation of
recommendations advanced to these task forces by the
General Aviation Council, a group of general aviation
related associations of which the UAC is an active
member.
Results of UAC Recommendations

A year has passed since these Task Force groups
received the industry's suggestions ·and recommendations
and subsequently published their report. Some of the
results of our industry's advisory and consultative efforts
with the Task Force groups are beginning to become
apparent.
Airports

Emphasis was placed on the need for many more
small airports close to concentrations of population and
industry. An extensive system of flight strips alongside
of highways was also proposed so that no place in the
nation need be more than a very few miles from a landing facility which could be readily used by the typical
general aircraft. The need to improve general aviation
accessibility to large terminal type airports by providing

The U. s. general aviation fleet of 80,000 active aircraft provides
the principal air link between grass roots towns and major cities.
Scheduled U. S. airlines operate from about 600 airports in the
U. S. w hile all 6,000 airports are served by general aviation,
including many air taxis. A survey shows that half of general
aviation's multi-eng i ne planes and three-fourths of all singleengine types are located in communities with populations of less
than 75,000 people.

separate runw ays a nd traffic patterns to increase the
capacity for general a irline a ircraft was a lso a part of
these recommendations. Major airline termin al access ibility for general av iation was stressed because of the
grow ing feeder and air-t axi function of ge neral avia tion
in the general-airline partnership.
The Task Forces gave careful heed to airport recommendations m ade by the Utility Airplane Council both
independently a nd in partnership with the General Aviation Council. The FAA's 1962 National Airport Plan
has placed the major emphasis of its objectives on
improving and expanding the national airport requirements for general aviation. The FAA has published
new proposed criteria which, when adopted, will relax
prior unwieldy requirements which the general av iation
community h as long felt to be unrealistic and unnecessary. Addressing the National Association of State
Aviation Official s during its J 962 Fall Meeting, the
Federa l Aviation Administrator stated:
" When these proposed new criteria go into effect,
the y will at leas t double a nd possibly raise to 8,000
or more the number of airports that could conceivably
be developed for the same a mount of money . And
thi s would give us a whole family of general aviation
a irports tailored to the specific community."
The Administrator a lso described effor ts which have
been und e rtake n between the FAA a nd th e Bureau of
Public Roads to bring abo ut better planning in the use
of both Federal Airport a nd Hi ghway funds , insofar as
the y re late to a irport loc a tion a nd th e necessary hi ghwa y
a ccess roads. lnclud ed in thi s cooperative effort are
plans to e ncourage th e establishm ent of highway fiight
strips by wo rking m ore closely w ith th e Bureau of Public Roads, a nd a lso w ith State Highway an I Aeronautic
Com mi ss io ns a nd Departments.
Still to be revealed a re the plans wh ich the FAA
might have to improve ge nera l aviation access ibility a t
m ajor termin a l ai rp orts. However, an in crease in th e
number of sm all a irports throughout th e nation will not

relieve terminal congestion. Rather, it will tend to
intensify it as increas ing numbers of small aircraft
expand the a irline-general aviation air transportation
partnership. It would seem, therefore , th at these general
aviation industry recommend ations to improve the major
air termin a ls must also ultimately result in some sort of
positive action program on the part of the Federal
Aviation Agency.
Though actual accomplishments of new airport development, as projected in the FAA's a nnounced plans, are
still to be experienced , nevertheless , it is most gratifying
to the members of the Utility Airplane Council and to
the general aviation community to h ave their recommendations so accepted a nd implemented .
The Utility Airplane Council members, as they have
for many yea rs, will assis t in proper airport development and in help,ing to educate the non-avia tion community to the essential import a nce of airports to their
local prosperity and well-being.
Upgrading General Aviation Within the FAA
Suggestions were made by the general aviation communit y and ind epe ndentl y by the UAC, both to the
N ation al Aviation Goals Task Force and to the FAA
Administrator Halaby , which wo uld establish proper
recognition of ge neral av iation w ithin the FAA. The
Project HORIZON Report included this la ngu age: " In
view of the increasi ng importance of general aviation
in the total U. S. av iation picture, the FAA should consider recognizing this importa nce by establishing an
organization highl y placed in the FAA heirarchy to
concern itself solel y wi th the problems of general
avia tion. "
This UA C a nd General Aviation Cou ncil recommendation , echoed by the N a tional Avi a tion Goals Task
Force, has 1been acted upo n by th e FAA Administrator.
Early in the Fall of 1962 he es tablished at the Adm inistrator's leve l a n Assistant Administrator for General
Avi ation Atrairs , toget her v/1th re lated support in g statr.
The UAC look s forw a rd to es tab li shing mutu a ll y .1 roductive working re lati onships \\iith thi s new Ass ista nt
Administrator.
FAA Regulatory Procedures
Proposals of th e Utility Airplane Cou nc il , whi ch were
also forwarded by the Ge neral Aviation Co uncil , to
Proj ec t TIGHTROPE were agai n reaffirm ed directly to
th e FAA Admini strator ea rl y thi s yea r.
The first of these proposed th e estab lishm ent of a r ulemaking bureau und er a n assista nt ad mini strator f or rul emaking, and th at the rul e making a uth or it y be taken
from the FAA Services. The purpose of this r ecommendation was to bring about m o re object ivit y to rulem ak in g by tak in g it away from those directl y concerned
with th e day-to-clay administrati o n a nd e nforce m e nt of
th e various C ivi l Air R eg ul a tions ( CA R). lnstead, the e
ser vice age ncies wou ld have to prosecute th e ir clai m fo r
a ne\:V rul e o r rul e change \ ith a n imparti a l de partm e nt
of th e FAA. This UAC proposa l, a ls ad v;lnccd b th e
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General Aviation Council, was adopted largely as submitted as one of the Project TIGHTROPE recommendations.
Although recommendations proposed by TIGHTROPE and the general aviation industry were not accepted in their entirety, a substantial improvement has
been brought about. An Agency Regulatory Council has
been established under the supervision of an Executive
Director. Though the actual preparation of rulemaking
proposals has not been taken from the Service Directors,
they can no longer issue rulemaking proposals independently. Such proposals must first be forwarded to the
Agency Regulatory Council where they are carefully
checked, coordinated with the other FAA Services, and
tested for reasons of policy.
Other Council Activities
Apart from this review of recommendations made to
the National Aviation Goals Task Force and the results
of these recommendations, the UAC has continuously
been engaged in consultation with FAA on other areas
of Council interest. Some of these, even though they
may have also been incorporated in comments or suggestions made to the National Aviation Goals Task
Force, are subjects of current activity.
Revision of FAA Rulemaking Draft Release Procedures
Early this year the UAC was party to a General
Aviation Council recommendation that FAA rulemaking proposals have a set life and automatically die if not
acted upon within that lifetime. This recommendation,
made to the FAA Administrator and to the Executive
Director of the Agency Regulatory Council, has been
essentially accepted and implemented by the FAA. A
new policy has been established which sets a reasonable
period of time for FAA consideration of draft release
proposals, after time for industry comments. Usually,
this will be six months. However, it can be extended if
good reason to do so exists. Otherwise the release must
be withdrawn or reinstituted. In this manner, it is felt
industry comments will always be current and timely.
Prior to the institution of this new policy, draft releases
have often dragged on for one or more years with no
FAA action during which period it is not unlikely that
changes in the aviation practice of concern will have
obsoleted or outdated a still pending FAA rulemaking
proposal.
Annual Review of Airworthiness Requirements
Prior to the creation of the FAA, its predecessor
organization CAA/CAB conducted an annual review of
the airworthiness requirement sections of the Civil Air
Regulations. The UAC members strongly feel these
reviews served a most useful purpose. They kept the
rules timely and realistic in the face of the fact that
the science of aeronautics is far from static and new
methods of construction, new materials, and new aeronautical discoveries keep it in a constant state of flux.
Airworthiness requirements, unless realistic and up to
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date, can be inhibitive of industry progress and increase
engineering and manufacturing costs. The UAC considers the reinstitution of an Annual Review of Aircraft
Airworthiness Requirements to be a matter of great
importance. FAA Administrator Halaby's predecessor
was urged to re-establish such an annual review and he
did arrange one such review on an "experimental" basis.
However, the announced timetable for accomplishment
was allowed to lapse and the agenda was quite arbitrarily prepared with little consideration given to the
industry's suggestions. The "experiment" was then
ostensibly abandoned.
The UAC presented its reasons for an annual review
to Administrator Halaby in 1961 and also to the
HORIZON and TIGHTROPE Task Forces. This year
it has been informally discussed with the Agency Regulatory Council and has again been presented, in the
strongest terms, to the Administrator.
Quite apart from the annual review of just the Airworthiness Sections of the Civil Air Regulations, the
UAC members feel much mutual progress would result
if all sections of the Civil Air Regulations were reviewed
on a regular and orderly basis. They feel most of the
present draft release rulemaking procedures could be
eliminated while, at the same time, the CAR would
always be up to date. In this regard, it is pointed out
that the Federal Aviation Agency Act provides the
Administrator with all the authority he requires to make
immediate emergency changes in the CAR if such is
really necessary.
Safety Regulation of the Manufacturer
The members of the Utility Airplane Council believe
the Government should adhere to a philosophy of minimum surveillance and control of the manufacturers and
a maximum delegation of responsibility. The Council
has again enunciated its philosophy to the FAA, as it
did last year to the National Aviation Goals Task Force.
Project HORIZON included two recommendations
which recognize these industry views:
·· ... the FAA should expand the designee system
under which many activities formerly performed by
FAA personnel can be done by qualified and certificated nongovernmental agencies . . . [The FAA
should] pursue legislative and regulatory philosophies
and processes which maintain a fair and equitable
balance between legitimate private interest and the
public welfare ..."
Though some progress has been achieved, the industry
is concerned because of the increasing attention the
FAA is directing toward areas of type certificationairworthiness, which it believes to be wholly unnecessary
and which only results in increasing the complexity of
aircraft type certification . and which, hence, also increases consumer cost and' the manufacturer's ability to
exercise research and development initiative to improve
his products. The members of the Utility Airplane
Council have certainly demonstrated their ability to pro-

Jucc outstanding aircraft, continuously improved in performance, utility, and safety. Factual evidence is the
widespread acceptance of our industry's product by business, industry, agriculture, and private owners, and the
American dominance of world-wide general aircraft
markets.
Related to this problem is a current FAA tendency
to intermix requirements designed for transport-type aircraft (Part 4b of the CAR) with those established for
the smaller general aircraft types (Part 3 of the CAR),
and also to confuse and intermix regulations relating to
aircraft operation with those which arc concerned with
the integrity of the aircraft structure and its related
cquipmcnts.
The UAC members arc also concerned with a growing FAA tendency to break down an aircraft structure
and its integral equipments into many separate TSO's
(Technical Standard Orders) rather than to concern
itself with the total aircraft. The Council is of the strong
belief that, when an aircraft meets the airworthiness
requirements of the FAA, and has been type certificated,
then every component part is airworthy as all parts must
work together as a unit to achieve a totally airworthy
product with integrity of the structure and related
equipment.
The Utility Airplane Council has called for the
Administrator to give this his personal attention. It will
be a continuing matter for review between the UAC and
the FAA. The Council members are also directing the
attention of the new Assistant Administrator for General Aviation Affairs to this area of serious industry
concern.
Performance of Maintenance
The UAC members believe it is only logical that a
manufacturer be permitted to repair, maintain, overhaul
or alter products of its own manufacture without having
to set up special procedures. The FAA has contended
a manufacturer should be required to obtain a Repair
Station Certificate and separate such work in his plant.
This has been at sharp issue between the industry and
FAA for more than two years. In July, the FAA proposed a procedure which has been accepted by the
Utility Airplane Council, conditional on the contention
that the ultimate solution will require amendment
of the FAA Act and with the understanding that the
FAA intends to seck such an amendment.

these FAA experts. The results of their study have been
presented in a report which will be carefully reviewed
by the UAC.
As the FAA proceeds to implement plans for air
traffic management improvements, the Council will constantly monitor these efforts. It is prepared to provide
suggestions and advice to assure that General Aviation
will be adequately considered and so the planned improvements will, in fact, increase the ease and facility
of air traffic for all forms of aviation including the
thousands of general aircraft. Improvement of the air
trafllc management systems of FAA are of great importance to general aviation and, depending on how accomplished. can be very encouraging of industry growth or
could, to the contrary, cause it great problems.
Aviation Education
One of the functions of the new FAA Assistant
Administrator for General Aviation Affairs will be
supervision of the Office of A vi at ion Education. The
members of the UAC, individually and as a CounciL
have always interested themselves in proper aviation
education and will look forward to working closely with
the FAA in its announced plans to broaden its educational efforts in general aviation areas.
International General Aviation
In most foreign countries, particularly in Europe,
general aviation has been considered in the category of
sports flying. The end result is airports, air traffic management, and navigation aids are heavily controlled by
the respective governments and geared primarily to airline-military type activities. At the most recent International Conference of the Federation Aeronautique
International ( FAI), it was proposed that an experimental start be made to determine if. through some
reasonahle central FAI monitoring, information could
be disseminated which would result in improving the
the atmosphere for general aviation growth. United
States experience and example would be drawn on
heavily because of the progress and success of general
aviation here. The Utility Airplane Council is assisting
the FA! and the National Aeronautic Association as the
American representative of this international aviation
body in the establishment of this experimental central
monitoring bureau.
Liaison Activities of UAC Staff

Air Traffic Management
Project BEACON made extensive recommendations
to bring about improvement in the national system of
air traffic management. Early in 1962 the FAA Administrator appointed a team of agency experts to translate
the guidelines of the Project BEACON Report into a
detailed comprehensive plan. Utility Airplane Council
members and the Council's Manager have conferred
frequently with members of this Systems Design Team
and other FAA otlicials. During March 1962 the Council Manager participated in a week-long symposium with

The Council stafT performs continuous liaison acttvtties for the Council and its members with the various
Government departments, particularly the FAA. and
with the other members of the aviation community. The
UAC participates actively in the work of the General
Aviation Council of which it is a founder member. The
Council Manager is a frequent spokesman and participates in industry and public gatherings and in fields of
education. The Council is a recognized source of
authoritative general aviation information and its oflice
is constantly solicited for industry views and data.
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Chairman, Verlical
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Recognition of the widening interest and rapid strides
being made in the field of vertical lift aircraft resulted
in the emergence of the Vertical Lift Aircraft Council,
succeeding the 14-year old Helicopter Council of AlA,
and the addition of four new major company memberships during 1962 for a total of 14 at years-end.
Under the chairmanship of Peter J. Papadakos, president of the Gyrodyne Company of America, Inc., with
A. W. Bayer, vice president of the Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft Division, serving as vice chairman, the
promotion of landing facilities for this type of aircraft
continued a major Council activity. Featuring the yenr's
campaign was distribution of 10,000 copies of the Coun-

cil's second Heliport Design Guide. The 12-page booklet was published in August, 1962, as the result of a
cooperative effort with members sharing the printing
cost on a pro rata basis.
Reflecting the practical use being made of helicopter
transportation by the occupants of the White House,
President Kennedy contributes an enthusiastic endorsement of the Council's heliport program in a letter to
former Chnirman Stanley Hiller, Jr., in which he says
"I am pleased to participate in this effort to inform our
people and our community leaders of the importance
of helicopters today and the promise of even greater
usefulness for vertical lift aircraft tomorrow."
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Continuing, the President stresses that " In view of the
flexibility and potenti al of vertical lift aircraft, plus the
central fact they need so little space for safe and proficient perform ance , all of which is described in your
Council's Design Guide , it seems to me that the best
interest of the nation's communities, as well as interested
individuals, would be to participate in this modern air
age by planning and providing the facilities required for
their utilization. "
Of equal interest and importance , from the public
standpoint , was the second national conference on the
planning and designing of urban helicopter facilities
sponsored by the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce
October . 18-19, 1962. Attracting more than 200 civic
leaders from the United States and Canada as well as
foreign governments, including Japan , Council staff and
members played an active role m its planning and
conduct.
An analysis of replies received by the Council from
hundreds of cities in response to its questionnaire on
their heliport status and planning formed the basis for
a paper entitled "Status of Urban Helicopter F acilities"
prepared by L. Welch Pogue and Philip A. Fleming.
Delivered at the conference by Mr. Pogue, legal advisor
to the VLAC and vice chairman of the conference, a
Council member company expressed the opinion that
"without a doubt, it is the most complete p a per on this
subject .. . the information contained therein will prove
to be most useful in our heliport as well as general
sales programs ."
Staff activities during the year emphasized efforts in
furtherance of council objectives among other civilian
groups such as the American Helicopter Society, Helicopter Associ ation of America, N ational Aeron autic

production of commercial helicopters has increased steadily during
the past decade. The versatile
helicopter has numerous uses in
private
industry,
ranging from
power line inspections to transporting cargo and passengers to
otherwise inaccessible locations.
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Association , National Associatio.n of State Aviation Offi. Is , Airport Operators Counc1l, as well as a number
c1a
f military organizations.
0
In February, Council staff issued a revised Directory
f Helicopter Operators- commercial- executive0
vernment and helicopter flight schools in the United
~~ates and Canada. This Directory revealed a c~nsistent
. crease in the number of operators and hehcopters.
;or example, in 1.961 there were 265 commercial operars with 882 hehcopters: m 1962 a total of 322 operato
tors with 994 h e ]"1copters. There was also a substantial
·ocrease in the. number of corporations owning and
~perating their o.wn helicopters- I 06 such companies
in }961 and 145 m 1962. And the number of helicopter
flight schools expanded from 55 in 1961 to 85 in 1962.
The latest revision of the Council's Vertical Lift Aircraft Designation Guide listed 21 models in production,
anging in size from drones and 1-place to 33-place
~ransports. The Guide also lists II research and development projects.
The Council participated in the 31st annual meeting
of the National Association of State Aviation Officials
held in Vermont. Mr. Pogue was the first speaker on
the 4-day program , his subject being "Public Interest
)3enefits of Uniform Standards and Regulations." Member companies provided helicopters for demonstration
flights for the NASAO members, government officials
and others in attendance.
The NASAO in convention adopted a Resolution
urging the Congress, Civil Aeronautics Board, Federal

Aviation Agency and other Federal Agencies having to
do with helicopters to:
" take cognizance of the rapidly developing technology in this field, so as to accelerate the expansion of helicopter services and to establish the
proper regulatory climate which will encourage,
rather than inhibit, the establishment of the heliports so necessary to any expansion of helicopter
services, including the expansion of scheduled helicopter passenger services to other metropolitan
areas wherever such expansion is reasonably
possible."
In addition to Council publications, reprints of other
appropriate articles have been distributed during the
year, such as: "Forest Service Air Operations- Helicopter Use, Present and Future"; "Postal Progress and
the Helicopter"; "Lawmen on the Wing" and "Helicopters are Big Business."
With the cooperation of the Federal Aviation Agency,
the state aviation directors , helicopter operators and
manufacturers, the Council published a 1962 Directory
of Heliports-Helistops in the United States and Canada.
This new directory lists 720 established heliports and
39 proposed facilities. Of the 720 heliports , 660 are
ground level and 60 are elevated. This represents almost
a 50 % increase in the number of heliports as reported
in the 1961 Directory. In addition, there are approximately I 00 oil rigs in the Gulf of Mexico equipped with
helistops. The U. S. Forest Service has more than 225
heliports and approximately 2,500 unimproved helistops ,
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The rapid growth of helicopter operations may be seen from the
increase in heliports in recent years . There are more than 720
heliports-helistops in the u ·nited States, Canada, Puerto Rico
and the District of Columbia . This is a 48 per cent increase over
the 1961 total of 487 heliports and a 120 per cent increase over
1960, when 327 heliports were listed.

used primarily for fire-fighting operations in the national
forests .
Council staff continued to serve as the clearing house
in providing background information on the helicopter
industry. Feature articles on helicopters and heliports
a ppeared in such varied publications as " Forum"- the
magazine of building; "The Timberman" - Forest Industries Yearbook and "The American City". A book
for young adults , " Women In Aeronautics", published
in the F all, presents a comprehensive and up-to-date
account of women's role in aviation and includes a chapter on the careers and achievements of The Whirly-Girls.
Typical of the cooperative efforts of Council members
was the preparation of the report " Contributions of
Certificated Helicopter Operators to the National Defense. " Prepared as background information for the
Civil Aeronautics Board, based on the operating experience of the scheduled helicopter airlines, the report
cited specific examples of reductions in operating costs
and times between overhauls that proved of inestimable
benefit to the military. Serving as laboratory and proving ground for the armed services , the certificated helicopter operators have made valuable contributions to
the national defense by enabling the military to realize
substantial dollar savings through the experience gained
in commerci a l operations.
President Kennedy arrived by helicopter for the dedication ceremonies of Dulles International Airport on
November 17 , 1962. Helicopters of Council member
compa nies provided transportation to government and
city officials atte nding the ceremony and were on Static
Di spl ay for the thousands who visited the two-day open
house o f the nation 's most modern a irport.
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Hearings on the D. C. Helicopter Service Case were
held in the F all. The eight applicants for the proposed
helicopter service between Dulles International , Friendship International and Washington National Airports
testified and the findings will be announced early in
1963 by the Civil Aeronautics Board .
Recognizing the need for nationwide heliport planning, The American Helicopter Society with the cooperation of the Greater Hartford (Conn.) Chamber
of Commerce scheduled a Heliport Planning Conference in November. Mr. Pogue, one of the four speakers
on the program, discussed the legal aspects of heliport
planning. Copies of his paper "Status of Urban Helicopter_Facilities," together with copies of the Council's·
publications "Your Heliport Design Guide" and the
" Directory of Heliports-Helistops in the U.S. , C anada
and Puerto Rico" were distributed to the city planners
and municipal officials from 26 Connecticut cities and
towns , as well as representatives from six other states .
As an immediate result of the Conference, Hartford
announced the selection of a heliport site a nd two other
cities initiated site surveys. The Society plans to hold
similar regional planning sessions around the country.
International recognition was given U. S. helicopters
in 1962 by the establishment of 6 new world records
in the categories of speed, time to climb and distance
in a straight line by Council member companies (Bell ,
Kaman, Sikorsky). Four of these records were formerly
held by the U. S. S. R.
In cooperation with the Federal Aviation Agency,
Council staff is compiling background information in
justification of the need for municipal heliports in the
Washington Metropolitan area.
In December, the Federal Aviation Agency requested
the Council to send a representative to the 7th Session
on Airdrome and Ground Aids of the International
Civil Aviation Organization in Montreal, Canada. The
Council spokesman served as the U. S. Delegate in reference to the helicopter industry and heliport planning.
The role of the helicopter in Civil Defense was outlined to President Kennedy by the Helicopter Association of America in pledging the support of its members,
the commercial helicopter operators, for nation crises
and proposing an emergency readiness plan similar to
the present Civil Reserve Air Fleet.
In this connection, at the request of the HAA president and the Governor of Washington , Chairman of the
Governors Civil Defense Committee, the Council distributed copies of the Directory of Helicopter Operators
-commercial-executive-government-In the U.S.
and Can ada to each Governor.
Of great importance to the industry was the formation of the Howze Board by the Secret ary of Defense
to plan for the Army's aviation requirements through
1970. The findings of the Board are currently being
reviewed by Secretary McNamara and a decl assified
version is expected to be released in the near future.
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MEMBER
COMPANIES

DIVISION A

Aero Commander, Inc.
Aerodex, Inc.
Aerojet-General Corporation
Aeronutronic, Division of Ford Motor Company
Aluminum Company of America
American Brake Shoe Company
Avco Corporation
Beech Aircraft Corporation
Bell Aerospace Corporation
The Bendix Corporation
The Boeing Company
Cessna Aircraft Company
Chandler-Evans Corporation
Continental Motors Corporation
Cook Electric Company
Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
Fairchi ld Stratos Corporation
The Garrett Corporation
General Dynamics Corporation
General Electric Company
Defense Electronics Division
Flight Propulsion Division
General Laboratory Associates, Inc.
General Motors Corporation
Allison Division
General Precision, Inc.
The B. F. Goodrich Company
Goodyear Aircraft Corporation
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp.
Gyrodyne Company of America, Inc.
Harvey Aluminum
Hiller Aircraft Corporation
Hughes Aircraft Company
lB M Corporation
Federal Systems Division
Kaiser Aircraft & Electronics, Div. of
Kaiser Industries Corporation
The Kaman Aircraft Corporation
Koll sman Instrument Corporation
Lear Siegler, Inc.
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
The Marquardt Corporation
Martin Company, the Aerospace
Division of Martin Marietta
Corporation
McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
Menasco Manufacturing Company
Minneapolis-Ho neywell Regulator
Company
Motorola, Inc.
North American Aviation, Inc.
Northrop Corporation
Pacific Airmotive Corporation
Piper Aircraft Corporation
PneumoDynamics Corporation
Radio Corporation of America
Defense E lectronic Products
Republic Aviation Corporation
Rohr Corporation
The Rya n Aeronautical Company
Solar Aircraft Company

Sperry Rand Corporation
Sperry Gyroscope Company Division
Sperry Phoenix Company Division
Vickers, Inc.
Sundstrand Aviation, Division of
Sundstrand Corporation
Swiss-American Aviation Corporation
Thiokol Chemical Corporation
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge, Inc.
United Aircraft Corporation
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Aerospace Electrical Department
Air-Arm Division
DIVISION B

Aviquipo, Inc.
Parker & Company
Manufacturers Aircraft Association, Inc.
Brinckerhoff, Wm. M .
Brukner, Clayton J.
Bush, Charles T.
Chambers, Reed M.
Condon, Cyril Hyde
DeSeversky, A. P.
Eggert, H. F.
Fales, Herbert G .
Hanks, Col. Stedman Shumway
Hotchkiss, Henry G .
McCarthy, J. F.
MacCracken, Wm . P., Jr.
Scholle, Howard A.
Sikorsky, I. I.
Sullivan , John Dwight
HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS

Loening, Albert P.
Loening, Grover
DIVISION OF AFFILIATE MEMBERS

Air Carrier Service Corp .
Aerospace Management
(Chilton Company)
Aviation Financial Services, Inc .
Aviation Week
Booz, Allen Applied Research , Inc.
Dynatech · Corp.
E astern Aircraft Corp.
Fulfillment Corporation of America
International Aircraft Services, Inc.
Robert W. Johnson
Lybrand , Ross Bros. & Montgomery
National Aviation Corp.
National Credit Office, Inc.
Robert Schasseur, Inc.
Smit h, Kirkpatrick & Co., Inc.
Space-Aero-Marine, Inc.
Space/ Aeronautics
Statistical Tabulating Corporation
Texaco, Inc.·
U. S. Aviation Underwriters, Inc .
Vickers-Armstrongs, Inc.
Robert L. Walsh
Edwin C . Walton
Western Aerospace
(Wes tern Aviation Magazine Inc .)
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